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We consider the narrow wedge solution to the Kardar-Parisi-Zhang
stochastic PDE under the characteristic 3 : 2 : 1 scaling of time, space and
fluctuations. We study the correlation of fluctuations at two different times.
We show that when the times are close to each other, the correlation ap-
proaches one at a power-law rate with exponent 2/3, while when the two
times are remote from each other, the correlation tends to zero at a power-
law rate with exponent−1/3. We also prove exponential-type tail bounds for
differences of the solution at two space-time points.
Three main tools are pivotal to proving these results: 1) a representation
for the two-time distribution in terms of two independent narrow wedge so-
lutions; 2) the Brownian Gibbs property of the KPZ line ensemble; and 3)
recently proved one-point tail bounds on the narrow wedge solution.
1. Introduction. The Kardar-Parisi-Zhang stochastic PDE, written formally as
∂tH(t, x) = 1
2
∂2xH(t, x) +
1
2
(∂xH(t, x))2 + ξ(t, x) ,
governs the random evolution in time t ≥ 0 of an interface H(t, ·) : R→ R. The interface
grows in the normal direction, while being smoothed by surface tension and roughened by
a field of randomness that is independent between distinct space-time points – a field repre-
sented in the equation by the space-time Gaussian white noise ξ. In the physically relevant
Cole-Hopf solution, it is specified that H(t, x) = logZ(t, x), where Z is the solution to the
stochastic heat equation (SHE)
∂tZ(t, x) = 1
2
∂2xZ(t, x) + ξ(t, x)Z(t, x) .
The fundamental solution to the SHE – to be denoted here by Znw(t, x) – has initial data
Z(0, x) set equal to a Dirac delta function δ(x) at x= 0. In this article, we study the resulting
narrow wedge solution to the KPZ equation, namely Hnw(t, x) = logZnw(t, x). The initial
conditionHnw(0, x) is not well-defined; however, for small t,Hnw(t, x) resembles the curve
−x22t , so that the name ‘narrow wedge’ may be seen as a substitute for the informative but
prosaic term ‘narrow parabola’.
The solution theory for the SHE is standard and is discussed in [63, 13]. The mathematical
analysis of the KPZ equation has, however, offered many outstanding challenges: notably,
for showing that the equation accurately approximates the evolution of physical growth pro-
cesses; for developing a solution theory that is robust enough to permit such approximations;
and for studying properties of the solution’s probability distribution and various asymptotics.
Indeed, the Cole-Hopf KPZ solution has been shown in [9] to coincide with limits of cer-
tain discrete growth processes; while the development of solution theory has been the object
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2of intense recent activity, including the theory of regularity structures [41]; energy solutions
[37, 40]; paracontrolled distributions [38, 39]; and the renormalization group [52]. The reader
may consult [24] for a discussion of recent advances in the theory of singular stochastic PDE.
Our present investigation focusses on the third area of challenge – the properties of the KPZ
equation’s probability distribution.
Since the work of Kardar, Parisi and Zhang [51], the KPZ equation has been predicted
to behave non-trivially in its long-time limit under a 3 : 2 : 1 scaling of time, space and
fluctuations. The 1/3 fluctuation exponent was first verified in [4] for stationary initial data;
in [2], this exponent, and the corresponding limiting one-point distribution, was identified for
narrow wedge initial data. The 2/3 spatial exponent was first verified in [20] for the narrow
wedge.
The purpose of the present paper is to verify for the first time the KPZ equation’s 3/3 tem-
poral exponent in the case of narrow wedge initial data. We will prove that the correlation of
centred and scaled fluctuations at a pair of distinct moments in the time scale t transitions be-
tween one as the times approach each other, and zero as they separate – and we will quantify
this transition with precise power-law exponents for the speed.
First we specify notation that represents a 3 : 2 : 1 scaled version ofHnw(t, x) in a manner
suitable for the presentation and proof of our main results. The parameter t > 0 specifies a
time scale; the value of α> 0 specifies time judged on this scale; and x ∈R specifies location
judged on the suitable spatial scale t2/3. Indeed, for t,α > 0 and x ∈R, we set
ht(α,x) := t
−1/3
(
Hnw(αt, t2/3x)+ αt/24) .(1)
The use of a pair (α, t) of temporal parameters may seem to introduce a touch of redundancy,
but various scalings are in our view simplified by the use of these parameters; and we hope
that conceptual clarity is offered by the division of roles between t, whose value fixes a time
scale, and α, which varies on the given scale.
1.1. Main results. Our first main result gives bounds on the correlation between ht(1,0)
and ht(α,0) for α > 2. In this case of two remote times, correlations decay as α−1/3 in the
limit of high α. Recall that the correlation between two random variables X and Y is defined
to be
Corr
(
X,Y
)
=
Cov
(
X,Y
)√
Var(X)
√
Var(Y )
, where Cov
(
X,Y
)
= E[XY ]−E[X]E[Y ].
THEOREM 1.1 (Remote correlations). There exist t0, c1, c2 > 0 such that, for all t > t0
and α> 2,
c1α
−1/3 ≤Corr(ht(1,0),ht(α,0))≤ c2α−1/3 .(2)
The second main result bounds the correlation between ht(1,0) and ht((β+ 1),0) when β
is smaller than 1/2. As β approaches zero, the correlation between ht(1,0) and ht(β + 1,0)
approaches one with a discrepancy of order β2/3.
THEOREM 1.2 (Adjacent correlations). For any t0 > 0, there exist c1 = c1(t0) > 0 and
c2 = c2(t0)> 0 such that, for all t > t0 and β ∈ (0,1/2) satisfying βt > t0,
c1β
2/3 ≤ 1−Corr(ht(1,0),ht(1 + β,0))≤ c2β2/3 .(3)
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These theorems invite a number of interesting questions. Notice that, in Theorem 1.1,
the minimal time t0 must be large enough for the bounds to hold. First, we may ask: what
happens to the two bounds for small t? In fact, in our proof of this theorem, we show a
stronger upper bound: for any t0 > 0, there exists c2(t0)> 0 so that, for all t > t0 and α> 2,
Corr
(
ht(1,0),ht(α,0)
)
is at most c2α−1/3. Our proof does not, however, produce a match-
ing lower bound. It is unclear to us if a new phenomenon occurs at short time that renders
such a bound invalid or if instead our technique of proof is unsuitable for obtaining a bound
of this form.
A second question also touches on short-time behaviour. In Theorem 1.2 we require
βt > t0 for some arbitrary yet fixed t0. For t fixed, this limits us to values of β > t0/t.
(As t↗∞, this lower bound tends to zero.) What happens for β smaller than t0/t? The
source of the restriction βt > t0 comes from the application of the one-point tail behaviour
from Propositions 2.11 and 2.12. These tail bounds are valid provided that time exceeds t0.
When the time gap βt is less than t0, we need short-time tail bounds which are presently not
available in the literature. As we remark at the end of Section 1.3, this condition that β > t0/t
(as well as both of our main theorems) has an interpretation in terms of aging.
Finally, a third question concerns the specification of the constants c1 and c2 in Theorem
1.1 and 1.2. In the physics literature, de Nardis and Le Doussal [27, 28] provide various pre-
dictions concerning the two time distribution, in particular the constants. For instance, they
claim that as α, t→∞ the correlation in Theorem 1.1 behaves like α−1/3 times a limiting
constant written in terms of the Airy2 process A2(·) and a two-sided Brownian motion B(·)
as
lim
α→∞ limt→∞α
1
3 Corr(ht(α,0),ht(1,0)) =
Corr
(A2(0),maxy{A2(y)− y2 +√2B(y)})
Var
(A2(0))
They also predict that the conditional density of ht(1+β,0)−ht(1,0) given ht(1,0) converge
to the Baik-Rains distribution as t goes to∞ followed by β tends to 0. From this prediction
one sees that in this limit, the correlation in Theorem 1.2 should behave like β2/3 times a
constant given by the ratio of the variances of Baik-Rains distribution and the Tracy-Widom
distribution. We have not tried to optimize our methods to access these precise values of the
constants, though it is certainly worth more study.
We further mention some other natural themes related to our first two main results. The-
orems 1.1 and 1.2 both probe the two-time correlation when the spatial coordinate is zero.
In this context, two space-time points lie along a space-time line of velocity zero emanating
from the origin. In general, space-time lines of fixed velocity emanating from the origin are
called characteristics; and, by trivial affine shifts – see Proposition 2.6 – our results imply
the same correlation behaviour along such characteristics. On the other hand, we have not
addressed what happens when, say, Corr
(
ht(1,0),ht(α,x)
)
is considered for x 6= 0. This is
a problem that may plausibly be addressed by the methods of the present article. That said, if
the aim is to prove results concerning more general initial data than the narrow wedge for the
KPZ equation, our methods will not be useful without significant further input. Indeed, as the
proof sketch offered in Section 1.2 will explain, we rely upon a special property of narrow
wedge initial data, namely its connection to the KPZ line ensemble and this ensemble’s Gibbs
property; and this essential aspect is lacking when general initial data is considered.
We state two further theorems concerning local fluctuations of the KPZ equation in space
and time.
4THEOREM 1.3. For any t0 > 0 there exist s0 = s0(t0) > 0 and c = c(t0) > 0 such that
for all x ∈R, t≥ t0, s≥ s0, and  ∈ (0,1],
P
(
sup
z∈[x,x+]
∣∣∣ht(1, z) + z22 − ht(1, x)− x22 ∣∣∣ ≥ s1/2)≤ exp (− cs3/2) .(4)
This theorem gauges fluctuation of the parabolically shifted process ht(1, x) + x
2
2 since,
as we will recall in Proposition 2.6, this shift renders the process stationary in the x variable.
Before turning to our theorem concerning fluctuations in time, we state a corollary of the
preceding result, which gives an estimate on the spatial modulus of continuity for ht. The
corollary holds uniformly in the limit of high t, so that, when the result is allied with the
one-point convergence that will be the subject of Proposition 2.6, we learn that the spatial
process is tight and that any subsequential limit shares the Hölder continuity known for the
finite t processes.
COROLLARY 1.4. For t0 > 0 and any interval [a, b]⊂R, define
C := sup
x1 6=x2∈[a,b]
|x1 − x2|− 12
(
log
|b− a|
|x1 − x2|
)−2/3∣∣∣ht(1, x1) + x212 − ht(1, x2)− x222 ∣∣∣ .(5)
Then there exist s0 = s0(t0, |b− a|)> 0 and c= c(t0, |b− a|)> 0 such that, for s≥ s0 and
t > t0,
P
(C > s)≤ exp (− cs3/2) .
Our last result concerns the upper and lower tails for the difference in fluctuations at two
times. These tail bounds will be used in the proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.
THEOREM 1.5. For any t0 > 0, there exist s0 = s0(t0) > 0, c1 = c1(t0) > 0, c2 =
c2(t0) > 0 and c3 = c3(t0) > 0 such that, for s > s0, t > t0 and β ∈ (0,1/2) for which
tβ > t0,
exp
(− c1s3/2)≤ P(ht(1 + β,0)− ht(1,0)≥ β1/3s)≤ exp (− c2s3/4) ,
P
(
ht(1 + β,0)− ht(1,0)≤−β1/3s
)
≤ exp (− c3s3/2) .(6)
Just as in Theorem 1.2, we suspect different behaviour will arise in the short-time limit as
β→ 0 for t fixed. Because of this lack of a short-time result, we do not present a temporal
modulus of continuity result arising from this theorem in the style of the spatial Corollary
1.4. Notice, also, that we do not record a lower bound on the probability in (6); we have not
pursued this since we presently have no application for it. Finally, although we focus here on
x= 0 at both times, it should also be possible to address two different spatial locations.
1.2. Idea of proof. Before describing our methods, we explain why existing approaches
to studying the KPZ equation do not yield our main results. The KPZ equation has attracted
attention of specialists in stochastic PDE – via regularity structures, paracontrolled distribu-
tions or the renormalization group, for example – and of probabilists using integrable meth-
ods involving, for instance, Macdonald processes and the Bethe ansatz. It is natural enough
to ask why our results do not follow from techniques in either of these areas. Stochastic PDE
methods are well suited to the study of local problems but they have little to say about the
distribution of KPZ equation under the characteristic 3 : 2 : 1 scaling. For example, that the
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one-point distribution has fluctuations of order t1/3 is inaccessible via these techniques. In-
tegrable probability has been able to identity both the t1/3 scaling as well as the limiting
one-point fluctuations. However, as of yet, there has been no rigorous progress in deriving
explicit formulas for the joint distribution of the KPZ equation at several space-time points.
Even if such formulas existed, it might not be easy to extract our results from them. For
instance, for zero temperature models (as discussed in Section 1.3), explicit multi-point for-
mulas exist, but they have yet to prove valuable for extracting correlation decay results in the
style of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.
How do we proceed? Our study is principally probabilistic, and a vital aspect is the use
of Gibbsian line ensembles – objects that are born integrably but whose lives are in large
part lived probabilistically. Indeed, the analysis of a Gibbsian line ensemble is one of three
pivotal tools concerning the KPZ equation that will enable our proofs – tools whose use is
here briefly described, and in more detail in Section 2.
The first tool, the composition law in Proposition 2.9, realizes the two-time distribution
in terms of an exponentiated convolution of two independent narrow wedge KPZ equation
solutions.
The second tool is the pertinent Gibbsian line ensemble. This is the KPZ line ensemble,
which is recalled in Proposition 2.5. The narrow wedge solution to the KPZ equation for any
fixed time is embedded as the lowest indexed curve of an infinite ensemble of curves which
jointly enjoy a Brownian Gibbs property. This property says that, fixing an index and an
interval, the law of that indexed curve on that interval only depends on the boundary data (the
curve indexed one above and one below on that interval, and the starting and ending points)
and is comparable to the law of Brownian bridge with this endpoint pair, the comparison made
succinctly via a Radon-Nikodym reweighting depending on said boundary data. Moreover,
the Brownian Gibbs property implies stochastic monotonicity (Lemma 2.4) which shows that
shifting the boundary data in a given direction likewise shifts the law of the curve conditioned
on that data.
The third tool consists of tail bounds (Propositions 2.11 and 2.12) for the distribution of
ht(1,0).
How do these tools combine to produce our main results? To compare ht(1,0) with
ht(α,0), we first use the composition law to realize ht(α,0) in terms of the process ht(1, ·)
and an independent and scaled (based on the value of α) narrow wedge KPZ equation solu-
tion which we denote later by hαt↓t(·). The composition law is a softening of a variational
problem in which one would instead maximize the sum of the two narrow wedge solutions
over their spatial argument. Our composition law only matches this variational problem in
the t↗∞ limit, but the limiting case offers a convenient venue for a brief description of our
approach.
Indeed, for the limiting maximization problem – with t formally infinite – controlling the
difference or correlation between ht(1,0) with ht(α,0) boils down to three main steps. First
we must show that the maximization likely occurs for values of x near zero. Second we must
show that the value of the functions in consideration at the maximizing location are close to
their values at zero. And finally, we must show that one of the two random variables ht(1,0)
or hαt↓t(0) is small compared to the other one. Which process is small depends on whether
we are working with α large – the case of remote correlations – in which case ht(1,0) should
be correspondingly small; or if we are considering α = 1 + β for β small – the case of
adjacent correlations – in which case it is hαt↓t(0) that should be small.
These steps can be realized by using the Gibbsian line ensemble tool along with the tail
bounds. Using the tail bounds we may control (with exponentially small tail probability) the
boundary data for the lowest labeled curve of the KPZ line ensemble – i.e., the narrow wedge
solution at fixed time. Allying this with stochastic monotonicity enables us to transform our
6problems into questions involving the fluctuations of Brownian bridges, which can be treated
quite classically. This general argument motif of using the Gibbs property to transfer one-
point information into spatial regularity originated in [19] where the Airy line ensemble was
introduced and studied, and has been developed in various directions in many subsequent
works on Gibbsian line ensembles such as [20, 15, 45, 43, 44, 42, 46, 6, 26, 25, 11, 12]. An
example in which we closely follow a proof in the literature is Proposition 4.3, which mimics
[44, Proposition 3.5]. In most other cases, while we follow the general motif, we are forced
to develop new variations since our present work is the first instance of applying Gibbsian
line ensemble methods to study the temporal regularity of a KPZ class model.
Our proofs must operate when t is finite, rather than in the limiting case of t↗∞. We have
mentioned that the finite-t KPZ equation composition law involves not a variational problem,
but its softened convolution formula. We thus need to vary the proposed approach, arguing
that the principal contribution to the integrals in the concerned composition law occurs near
the integrand’s maximizer. A second complication arises from our seeking in Theorems 1.1
and 1.2 to control correlations, while the tools we have indicated merely control tail bounds
on fluctuations. The needed transition is achieved in the proofs of these theorems via some
rather general arguments contained in Appendix 8.
While the variational problem version of the composition law is a helpful, albeit only
heuristic, way of thinking in the context of the KPZ equation, it is precisely the composition
law for the KPZ fixed point where the narrow wedge solutions are replaced by suitably scaled
Airy processes. In fact, we first developed our arguments in this simpler context. However,
several recent works described next in Section 1.3 probe temporal correlation for the KPZ
fixed point and other zero temperature models such as exponential, geometric and Brow-
nian last passage percolation. While the methods used in these investigations do not seem
amenable (at least with present tools) to application to positive temperature models like the
KPZ equation, the Gibbsian line ensemble technique is readily lifted to this level, so that we
may employ it here. In Section 3, we describe the KPZ fixed point analogue of our work in
greater detail.
Our Gibbsian line ensemble approach to studying temporal correlations has further poten-
tial. On the zero temperature side, it should be applicable to all of the just mentioned last pas-
sage percolation models. On the positive temperature side, there is a growing body of models
which can be embedded into a Gibbsian line ensemble including the semi-discrete poly-
mer [58]; log-gamma / strict-weak polymers [21]; and stochastic six vertex model / ASEP
[10, 15]. In each of these positive temperature cases (besides the KPZ equation), there are
some challenges to implementing the methods from the present work. For example, suitably
strong tail bounds have yet to be demonstrated for the polymer models; and the composi-
tion law is considerably more complicated for the stochastic six vertex model and ASEP.
That these models embed into Gibbsian line ensemble is a facet of their underlying inte-
grability. Indeed, the study of Gibbsian line ensembles and their marriage of integrable and
non-integrable probabilistic ideas have been quite fruitful recently.
1.3. Broader context. The main results, Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, fit into a broader effort
in the last few years to understand the temporal correlation structure for the KPZ equation
and other models in its eponymous universality class. The experimental observations of [61]
about temporal correlations brought this question into focus. Soon after, due to the appli-
cability of the replica trick, there were a few informative non-rigorous investigations in the
physics community of the two-time distribution for the KPZ equation. Using certain combi-
natorial approximations, [31, 32, 33] derived a formula for the two-time distribution. Later
work of [27] argued against the validity of this approximation and the resulting formula, and
derived a formula for the two-time distribution when one of the fluctuations is taken deep in
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its tail (which simplifies some combinatorics in the Bethe ansatz used there). That work also
provided an argument based on this approximate formula for the type of decay of correlation
bounds proved here (along with predictions for the limiting values of the constants in those
bounds). Further details are contained in [28] and an independent calculation leading to the
same conclusion is provided in [53]. In [29], time correlations are further investigated using
numerical simulations.
Ours are the first rigorous results regarding the temporal correlations of the KPZ equation
or any other positive temperature models. As we will review momentarily, there has been
considerable recent mathematical activity in the analysis of temporal correlations of zero-
temperature models in the KPZ universality class which enjoy determinantal structure. While
these results have no direct implications for the KPZ equation, they do inform our expectation
for its behaviour. On the other hand, with the exception of slow decorrelation, the methods
used in the works that we now mention do not seem to generalize to positive temperature.
Slow decorrelation, shown to hold true for many KPZ class models in [34] and [16], im-
plies that, for any η < 1 and any pair of times t1 = t and t2 = t+ tη , as t↗∞ the fluctuations
(up to centring and scaling) converge to the same limiting random variable. This choice cor-
responds to very adjacent times in out setup – i.e., taking β→ 0 as an inverse power of t in
Theorem 1.2.
Studying exponential last passage percolation as well as limiting Airy process variational
formulas for the two-time distribution, [36] presented two non-rigorous approaches to study-
ing remote and adjacent correlation decay. Such results are proved in [35] and [5] for expo-
nential and Poissonian last passage percolation. Neither of the latter works rely on explicit
formulas for the two-time distribution, but rather on more probabilistic characterizations. The
work of [35] is also able to address more general initial data than just narrow wedge. The ex-
ponents for the adjacent correlations under flat or stationary initial data are predicted to be
2/3. For flat data, [36] predicted that the remote correlation exponent in exponential last pas-
sage percolation is −1, instead of −1/3; recently, [7] proved this prediction. For the KPZ
equation with flat data, we expect to see the same exponent as in [7]. It is worth investigating
whether our Gibbsian line ensemble methods are useful in addressing correlations for more
general initial data for the KPZ equation than narrow wedge.
There are, in fact, some proven explicit formulas for the two-time distribution of certain
zero-temperature determinantal KPZ class models. The first formula was derived in [47] and
concerns Brownian last passage percolation – and, through a limit transition, the KPZ fixed
point. The formula is complicated enough that extracting remote and adjacent correlation
seems arduous. Recently, [48] has derived a new and much more manageable formula for
geometric last passage percolation which has permitted the study, in [49], of limits of the two-
time distribution for adjacent and remote times. So far, explicit formulas have not been used
to prove correlation results. In [3], multi-time formulas for periodic last passage percolation
(or TASEP) have been derived in the time scale on which the system relaxes to equilibrium.
However, these formulas are again rather complicated and it is unclear how tractable they may
render the zero-temperature counterparts to the questions that we consider. Quite recently,
[50] and [56] proved multi-time formulas and asymptotics in the non-periodic case. As of
yet, there are no multi-time exact formulas known for the KPZ equation or any other positive
temperature KPZ class model.
Excepting [35, 7], which work more generally, the articles that we have mentioned treat
specific types of initial data. Recently, there have been significant advances [57], [45], [25]
regarding the KPZ fixed point with general initial data. In fact, all these works contain Hölder
continuity results for the fixed point; see also [59] and [46] for related results. Our spatial and
temporal fluctuation results (and consequential modulus of continuity estimates) agree in the
limit of high t with the Hölder continuity of the KPZ fixed point.
8We close this discussion by recalling our initial motivation to study this problem. In 2010,
Amir Dembo and Jean-Dominique Deuschel asked one of us whether the KPZ equation ages.
As explained in [30] (a work providing many helpful references on the subject), aging is
a phenomenon in glassy materials in which “older systems relax in a slower manner than
younger ones”. (We refer to [8, Section 2.3] for a detailed discussion on aging.) The nature
of this relaxation can be studied via the two-time correlation; aging corresponds to correlation
crossing over from one to zero as the times move from being adjacent to remote. In this sense,
our main theorems prove that the KPZ equation does, indeed, age. In fact, a referee has
pointed out to us that the assumption that t > t0 in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 is natural from the
perspective of aging. For aging to occur, typically a system has to evolve (or relax) for some
time from its initial configuration. This analogy with aging requires further investigation and
could be complemented by the detailed study of the correlation exponents for KPZ started
from its stationary initial data.
The authors may attest that the years elapsed since they learnt of this question have fur-
nished them with vivid indications of the power of the phenomenon of aging – and not merely
through the study of the KPZ equation.
1.4. Outline. Section 2 reviews several important and known properties of the KPZ equa-
tion, including its composition law, its relation to the KPZ line ensemble, and its one-point
tail bounds. Since our analysis of the two-time distribution involves a cousin of a classical
variational problem at zero temperature, and since zero temperature counterparts to our study
have recently been undertaken, it is profitable – though not necessary for understanding our
proofs – to view our results through the lens of zero temperature; and in Section 3 we do so.
Our main technical contribution begins in Section 4 where we demonstrate how to extend
one-point tail bounds to bounds on spatial fluctuation tails. While Propositions 4.1 and 4.2
contain global spatial fluctuation results which measure the size of spatial fluctuations on all
of space, Propositions 4.3 and 4.4 contain local fluctuation results. This section also contains
the proof of the local spatial fluctuation Theorem 1.3 which follows quite readily by com-
bining Propositions 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. The remote correlation decay Theorem 1.1, adjacent
correlation Theorem 1.2 and spatial modulus of continuity Corollary 1.4 are successively
proved in Sections 5, 6 and 7. Section 8, the appendix, contains several general probabilistic
results which we develop to relate tail probabilities (to which we generally have access) to
covariances and correlations.
Acknowledgments. Aspects of this project were prompted by the question that we have
mentioned, asked by Amir Dembo and Jean-Dominique Deuschel during a conference at
MSRI in fall 2010. In an earlier version of this work, Xuan Wu and Yier Lin pointed out a
missing detail in the proof of Proposition 4.3 regarding controlling the probability of the Rise
event therein. The authors thank Xuan and Yier for their close reading and comments. The
authors also wish to acknowledge useful comments from Patrik Ferrari, Pierre Le Doussal
and Kazumasa Takeuchi. Ivan Corwin was partially supported by the Packard Fellowship for
Science and Engineering, and by the NSF through grants DMS-1811143 and DMS-1664650.
Alan Hammond was partially supported by the NSF through grants DMS-1512908 and DMS-
1855550 and by a Miller Professorship at U.C. Berkeley.
2. Tools. In this section, we recall significant results that we will need. In Section 2.1,
the KPZ line ensemble is introduced (in Proposition 2.5). This ensemble enjoys two key
properties: (1) its lowest indexed curve coincides in law with the fixed time narrow wedge
Cole-Hopf solution to the KPZ equation; and (2) it enjoys a certain Brownian Gibbs property.
The general notion of a line ensemble and the Brownian Gibbs property are recorded in
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Definition 2.1, while Lemma 2.4 records certain monotonicity results associated with this
Gibbs property. Section 2.2 contains results about the solution to the KPZ equation such as
its stationarity (Proposition 2.6); positive association (Propositions 2.7 and 2.8); composition
law (Proposition 2.9); and tail bounds (Propositions 2.11 and 2.12).
Before commencing, let us record a few pieces of notation which will be used throughout.
We write N= {1,2, . . .}. We will often discuss probabilities without specifying the probabil-
ity space. When we use symbols for an event in such a probability space, we will often use
the styles A or A instead of the standard A. For two events A and B we will sometimes write
P(A,B) instead of P(A∩B). In the statements and proofs of many of our results, we will use
the hopefully obvious notation c = c(·) > 0 to represent a positive constant c that depends
on the variable in place of ·. In some of our proofs, we will allow constants such as this to
vary line to line and within lines to simplify the exposition and avoid introducing too many
constants. Finally, we will sometimes use the shorthand
ht(x) := ht(1, x)
when the time parameter is fixed and our interest is in the spatial process.
2.1. KPZ line ensemble. It was shown in [20] that the narrow wedge solution of the KPZ
equation may be embedded as the lowest indexed curve of an infinite ensemble of curves
which enjoys a Brownian Gibbs property. Describing this requires a little notation. The term
line in ‘line ensemble’ alludes to the piecewise constant curves in counterpart ensembles
associated to models such as Poissonian last passage percolation. The term is a misnomer in
the present context because the ensembles in question have a locally Brownian, and hence
continuous, structure.
DEFINITION 2.1 (Brownian Gibbs line ensembles; Definitions 2.1 and 2.2 of [20]). Let
Σ ⊂ Z and Λ ⊂ R be intervals. Let X be the set of continuous functions f : Σ × Λ→ R,
equipped with the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets; and let C be the
σ-field generated by X .
A (Σ×Λ)-indexed line ensemble L is a random variable L defined on a probability space
(Ω,B,P) taking values in X such that L is a (B,C) measurable function. In other words, L
is a set of random continuous curves indexed by Σ where each of those curves maps Λ to R.
An element of Σ is a curve index, and we will write Lk(x) instead of L(k,x) for k ∈ Σ and
x ∈Λ; we will write Lk for the entire index k curve. In a standard notational abuse regarding
random variables, we have suppressed the dependence on ω ∈Ω. We will generally replace Λ
by the interval (a, b) for a < b. We will also often consider Σ either to equalN or {k1, . . . , k2}
for some pair of integers k1 < k2.
In order to formulate the Brownian Gibbs property, we need a background measure on line
ensembles – the free Brownian bridge line ensemble measure. For any two integers k1 < k2,
two vectors of reals ~x,~y ∈ Rk1−k2+1, and an interval (a, b), we say that a {k1, . . . , k2} ×
(a, b)-indexed line ensemble is a Brownian bridge line ensemble with entrance data ~x and
exit data ~y if its law, which we denote by Pk1,k2,(a,b),~x,~yfree , is equal to that of k2 − k1 + 1
independent Brownian bridges starting at values ~x at a and ending at values ~y at b. We use
the notation Ek1,k2,(a,b),~x,~yfree to denote the expectation with respect to the probability measure
Pk1,k2,(a,b),~x,~yfree . When k1 = k2 = 1, we write P
(a,b),~x,~y
free . It is natural to think of a and b as
times and ~x and ~y as starting and ending locations for the Brownian bridges. However, these
notions of time and space are not the same as in the KPZ equation, so we will avoid this
usage.
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Suppose given a continuous function H : R→ [0,∞) which we will call a Hamiltonian.
Our attention will be fixed almost exclusively on a choice of the form
Ht(x) = e
t1/3x for given t > 0 .(7)
For two measurable functions f, g : (a, b) → R, a {k1, . . . , k2} × (a, b)-indexed H-
Brownian bridge line ensemble with entrance data ~x, exit data ~y and boundary data
(f, g) is a collection of random curves Lk1 , . . . ,Lk2 : (a, b)→ R whose law we denote by
Pk1,k2,(a,b),~x,~y,f,gH . This law is specified by the Radon-Nikodym derivative
dPk1,k2,(a,b),~x,~y,f,gH
dPk1,k2,(a,b),~x,~yfree
(Lk1 , . . . ,Lk2) = W
k1,k2,(a,b),~x,~y,f,g
H (Lk1 , . . . ,Lk2)
Z
k1,k2,(a,b),~x,~y,f,g
H
,
where Zk1,k2,(a,b),~x,~y,f,gH is the normalizing constant which produces a probability measure,
and
W
k1,k2,(a,b),~x,~y,f,g
H (Lk1 , . . . ,Lk2) = exp
{
−
k2+1∑
i=k1
∫
H
(Li(x)−Li−1(x))dx} .
In the right-hand side of the preceding display, the boundary conditions are in force via the
setting of Lk1−1 equal to f , or to +∞ if k1 − 1 /∈ Σ; and of Lk2+1 equal to g, or to −∞ if
k2 + 1 /∈Σ.
We will say that a (Σ×Λ)-indexed line ensemble L enjoys the H-Brownian Gibbs prop-
erty if, for all K = {k1, . . . , k2} ⊂ Σ and (a, b) ⊂ Λ, the following distributional equality
holds:
Law
(
LK×(a,b) conditioned on LΣ×Λ\K×(a,b)
)
= Pk1,k2,~x,~y,f,gH ,
where ~x = (Lk1(a), . . . ,Lk2(a)), ~y = (Lk1(b), . . . ,Lk2(b)), and where again f = Lk1−1 (or
+∞ if k1− 1 /∈Σ) and g = Lk2+1 (or −∞ if k2 + 1 /∈Σ). That is, the ensemble’s restriction
to K × (a, b) is influenced by the complementary information only via only boundary data
(the starting and ending points and the neighbouring curves); and, given this pertinent data,
the law of the restriction is a H-Brownian Gibbs line ensemble with the boundary parameters
induced by the data.
The H-Brownian Gibbs property may be viewed as a spatial Markov property. Just as for
Markov processes, it is useful to have a strong version of the Gibbs property which is valid
with respect to stopping domains. This we now describe. For a line ensemble L as above,
let Fext
(
K × (a, b)) denote the σ-field generated by the curves K × (a, b). A pair (a,b) of
random variables is called a K-stopping domain if
{
a ≤ a,b ≥ b} ∈ Fext(K × (a, b)). Let
CK(a, b) denote the set of continuous K-indexed functions (fk1 , . . . , fk2), each from (a, b)
to R; and let
CK :=
{
(a, b, fk1 , . . . , fk2) : a < b and (fk1 , . . . , fk2) ∈CK(a, b)
}
.
Write B(CK) for the set of all Borel measurable functions from CK to R. A K-stopping
domain (a,b) satisfies the strong H-Brownian Gibbs property if, for all F ∈ B(CK), P-
almost surely
E
[
F
(
a,b,L∣∣
K×(a,b)
)∣∣∣Fext(K × (a, b))]= Ek1,k2,(`,r),~x,~y,f,gH [F (`, r, L˜k1 , . . . ,Lk2)] ,
where, on the right-hand side, `= a, r = b, ~x= (Li(a))i∈K , ~y = (Li(b))i∈K , f = Lk1−1 (or
+∞ if k2 + 1 /∈Σ), g = Lk2+1 (or −∞ if k2 + 1 /∈Σ), and the curves L˜k1 , . . . ,Lk2 have law
Pk1,k2,(`,r),~x,~y,f,gH .
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LEMMA 2.2 (Lemma 2.5 of [20]). Any line ensemble which enjoys the H-Brownian
Gibbs property also enjoys the strong H-Brownian Gibbs property.
Line ensembles with the H-Brownian Gibbs property benefit from certain stochastic
monotonicities.
DEFINITION 2.3 (Domination of measure). Let L1 and L2 be two (Σ×Λ)-indexed line
ensembles with respective laws P1 and P2. We say that P1 dominates P2 if there exists a
coupling of L1 and L2 such that Lj1(x)≥Lj2(x) for all j ∈Σ and x ∈Λ.
LEMMA 2.4 (Stochastic monotonicity: Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7 of [20]). Fix finite intervals
K ⊂ Σ and (a, b) ⊂ Λ; and, for i ∈ {1,2}, vectors ~xi =
(
x
(k)
i : k ∈ K
)
and ~yi =
(
y
(k)
i :
k ∈ K) in RK that satisfy x(k)2 ≤ x(k)1 and y(k)2 ≤ y(k)1 for k ∈ K; as well as measurable
functions fi : (a, b)→ R ∪ {+∞} and gi : (a, b)→ R ∪ {−∞} such that f2(s)≤ f1(s) and
g2(s) ≤ g1(s) for s ∈ (a, b). For i ∈ {1,2}, let Pi denote the law Pk1,k2,(a,b),~xi,~yi,fi,giH , so
that a Pi-distributed random variable Li = {Lki (s)}k∈K,s∈(a,b) is a K × (a, b)-indexed line
ensemble. IfH : [0,∞)→R is convex, then P1 dominates P2 – that is, a common probability
space (Ω,B,P) may be constructed on which the two measures are supported such that,
almost surely, Lk1(s)≥Lk2(s) for k ∈K and s ∈ (a, b).
Since Ht(x) in (7) is convex, Lemma 2.4 applies to any Ht(x)-Brownian Gibbs line en-
semble.
Our next result recalls the unscaled and scaled KPZ line ensemble constructed in [20].
PROPOSITION 2.5 (Theorem 2.15 of [20]). Let t > 0. There exists an N × R-indexed
line ensemble Ht = {H(n)t (x)}n∈N,x∈R such that:
1. the lowest indexed curve H(1)t (x) is equal in distribution (as a process in x) to the Cole-
Hopf solution Hnw(t, x) of KPZ started from the narrow wedge initial data;
2. Ht satisfies the H1-Brownian Gibbs property (see Definition 2.1);
3. and the scaled KPZ line ensemble {h(n)t (x)}n∈N,x∈R, defined by
h
(n)
t (x) = t
−1/3
(
H(n)t
(
t2/3x
)
+ t/24
)
,
satisfies the Ht-Brownian Gibbs property.
This result shows that the lowest indexed curve h(1)t in the scaled KPZ line ensemble
has the law of the centred and scaled narrow wedge solution ht(x) := ht(1, x) of the KPZ
equation defined in (1). This property is vital because it permits the Brownian Gibbs property
of the ensemble to be brought to bear as a tool for analysing ht(x): one-point KPZ equation
inputs thus lead to spatial regularity results for this process in x.
We mention in passing that [20, Theorem 2.15] further asserts a similarity in compact
regions between the scaled ensemble’s curves and Brownian bridges, and it does so uniformly
in t≥ 1. We will, however, make no use of this assertion.
2.2. Input results for the KPZ equation. Recall the notation ht(x) = ht(1, x).
PROPOSITION 2.6 (Stationarity). The one-point distribution of ht(x)+ x
2
2 is independent
of x and converges weakly to a limit as t↗∞. Furthermore, the processes x 7→ ht(x) + x22
and x 7→ ht(−x) + x22 are equal in law.
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PROOF. The first sentence follows immediately from [2, Corollary 1.3 and Proposi-
tion 1.4]. The second is a straightforward consequence of the reflection invariance of space-
time white noise.
The next two results are variants for the KPZ equation of the FKG inequality. They can be
proved by appealing to the standard FKG inequality for prelimiting models such as ASEP.
PROPOSITION 2.7 (Positive association and the FKG inequality). For any k ∈ N,
t1, . . . , tk ≥ 0, x1, . . . , xk ∈R and s1, . . . , sk ∈R,
P
( k⋂
`=1
{
ht`(x`)≤ s`
})≥ k∏
`=1
P
(
ht`(x`)≤ s`
)
.
In particular, for t1, t2 ∈R>0, x1, x2 ∈R and s1, s2 ∈R,
P
(
ht1(x1)> s1,ht2(x2)> s2
)
≥ P
(
ht1(x1)> s1
)
P
(
ht2(x2)> s2
)
.
PROOF. This result follows from [22, Proposition 1] after centring and scaling.
The second FKG result asserts that conditioning the KPZ equation solution at time t on a
larger (or smaller) value increases (or decreases) the conditional expectation at a later time
αt.
PROPOSITION 2.8 (Monotonicity under conditioning). For t > 0, α > 1, x1, x2, r ∈ R
and u > v ∈ R,
P
(
ht(1, x1)> v
)× P(ht(α,x2)> r,ht(1, x1)> u)
≥ P(ht(1, x1)> u)× P(ht(α,x2)> r,ht(1, x1)> v),
P
(
ht(1, x1)≤ u
)× P(ht(α,x2)> r,ht(1, x1)≤ v)
≥ P(ht(1, x1)≤ v)× P(ht(α,x2)> r,ht(1, x1)≤ u).
PROOF. The two bounds are proved similarly hence we only treat the first. Consider the
SHE with Dirac delta initial data (the proof works for general initial data too). We claim that,
for s < t,
P(Z(s,x1)> ev)× P
(Z(t, x2)> er,Z(s,x1)> eu)
≥ P(Z(s,x1)> eu)× P
(Z(t, x2)> er,Z(s,x1)> ev) .
The proposition’s first bound follows from this claim by taking logarithms, centring and
scaling.
The proof of the claim is almost the same as that of [22, Proposition 1]. It relies on (1)
the results of [2], which approximate Z(t, x) by the microscopic Cole-Hopf (or Gärtner)
transform Z(t, x) of ASEP under weak asymmetry scaling; and (2) the FKG inequality for
ASEP, a bound due to this model’s graphical construction (see the proof of [22, Proposition 1]
or [55, 54] for details). The FKG inequality implies that the desired identity claimed for Z
holds for Z; by convergence, this bound holds in the limit as well.
The next result is the composition law for the KPZ equation. By its use, aspects of the
two-time distribution will be inferred from the fixed-time narrow wedge KPZ solution. The
mainstays of the result’s proof are the random semi-group property and the time-reversal
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symmetry enjoyed by the SHE. Our presentation of the derivation is brief in view of its simi-
larities to the proof of [20, Lemma 1.18]. It is reasonable to wonder whether the composition
law can be applied for study more than two disjoint times. For such a purpose, there is a
composition law but it cannot be formulated purely in terms of the narrow wedge solution:
it would be necessary to understand the joint distribution of the KPZ equation started from
various shifted narrow wedges. In the t↗∞ limit, this data is expected to be measurable
with respect to the space-time Airy sheet.
For t > 0, define a t-indexed composition map It(f, g) between two functions f(·) and
g(·):
It(f, g) := t
−1/3 log
∫ ∞
−∞
et
1/3
(
f(t−2/3y)+g(−t−2/3y)
)
dy .(8)
PROPOSITION 2.9 (Composition law). For any fixed t > 0 and α > 1, there exists a
spatial process hαt↓t(·) supported on the same probability space as the KPZ equation solution
such that:
1. hαt↓t(·) is distributed according to the law of the process ht(α− 1, ·);
2. hαt↓t(·) is independent of ht(·) := ht(1, ·); and
3. ht(α,0) = It
(
ht,hαt↓t
)
.
REMARK 2.10. The notation hαt↓t(·) will be, in Sections 5 and 6, complemented by sim-
ilar notation h0↑t(·) in place of ht(1, ·) and h0↑αt(·) in place of ht(α, ·). The idea prompting
this usage is that the solution from time 0 to αt can be constructed by combining the solution
from time zero to time t with the solution from αt to t – in a sense which will be clear in the
proof that we now give.
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.9. For s < t and x, y ∈ R, let Znws,x (t, y) be the solution at
time t and position y of the SHE started at time s with Dirac delta initial data at position
x. As these four parameters vary, we assume that all solutions are coupled on a probability
space upon which their common space-time white noise is defined. It is due to this and the
linearity of the SHE that
Znw(t, y) :=Znw0,0 (t, y) =
∫
R
Znw0,0 (s,x)Znws,x (t, y)dx ,(9)
where Znw0,0 (s,x) and Znws,x (t, y) are independent. Though this convolution formula is known,
we did not find a careful proof in the literature. Thus, for completeness we will provide such
a proof below. Assume for the moment its validity. We also need an interchange property of
the SHE: namely that, for s < t and y ∈ R fixed, Znws,x (t, y) is equal in law as a process in x
to Znws,y (t, x) – the change between the two expressions is in the interchange of x and y. This
is readily shown as a consequence of the chaos series formula (10) and the invariance in law
of ξ under reflections. Expressing the convolution and interchange properties in terms of ht
immediately yields the proposition.
We now return to show (9). There are many (now standard) ways to prove this (e.g., from
the Feynman-Kac representation of the solution of the SHE). We proceed via the chaos series
for the SHE (see [14] or [1] for background). For any 0 ≤ s < t and x, y ∈ R, Znws,x (t, y) is
given as a special case of the following chaos series expansion (see Theorem 2.2 of [14]):
Znws,x (t, y) =
∞∑
k=0
∫
∆k(s,t)
∫
Rk
Pk;s,x;t,y(~s,~x)dξ
⊗k(~s,~x).(10)
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Here we have used the following conventions. We write ~s = (s1, . . . , sk) ∈ Rk≥0, ~x =
(x1, . . . , xk) ∈Rk and define the set of ordered times
∆k(s, t) = {~s : s≤ s1 ≤ s2 ≤ . . .≤ sk ≤ t}.
The integration in (10) is a multiple Itô stochastic integral against the white noise ξ and the
term Pk;s,x;t,y(~s,~x) is the density function for a one-dimensional Brownian motion starting
from (s,x) to go through the time-space points (s1, x1), . . . , (sk, xk) and end up at (t, y). This
transition density has the following product formula using the Gaussian heat kernel p(s, y) :=
(2pis)−1/2 exp(−y2/2s) and the conventions s0 = s, sk+1 = t, x0 = x and xk+1 = y:
Pk;s,x;t,y(~s,~x) =
k∏
i=0
p(si+1 − si, xi+1 − xi).
The heat kernel p(·, ·) satisfies the simple convolution identity
p(t, x) =
∫
p(s, y)p(t− s,x− y)dy(11)
for any 0≤ s < t. It is from this identity that (9) will follow, as we now show.
Fix r ∈ (s, t). Without changing the expressed value, we may replace ∫∆k(s,t) in (10) by
the quantity
∑k
i=0
∫
∆k(s,t)
1si≤r<si+1 (the sum of indicator functions gives the value one).
This implies that
Znws,x (t, y) =
∞∑
k=0
k∑
i=0
∫
∆k(s,t)
∫
Rk
1si≤r<si+1Pk;s,x;t,y(~s,~x)dξ
⊗k(~s,~x).(12)
Using (11), we may rewrite
1si≤r<si+1Pk;s,x;t,y(~s,~x) = 1si≤r<si+1
∫
R
Pi;s,x;r,z(~s[1,i], ~x[1,i])Pk−i;r,z;t,y(~s[i+1,k], ~x[i+1,k])dz
where, for 1 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ k, ~s[a,b] denotes (sa, . . . , sb) and likewise for ~x. Inserting this into
(12), replacing
∫
∆k(s,t)
1si≤r<si+1 by
∫
∆i(s,r)
∫
∆k−i(r,t)
and relabeling ~s[1,i] = ~u, ~s[i+1,k] = ~v,
~x[1,i] =~a, ~x[i+1,k] =~b, we find that
Znws,x (t, y) =
∞∑
k=0
k∑
i=0
∫
∆i(s,r)
∫
∆k−i(r,t)
∫
Ri
∫
Rk−i
∫
R
Pi;s,x;r,z(~u,~a)Pk−i;r,z;t,y(~v,~b)dz
× dξ⊗i(~u,~a)dξ⊗k−i(~v,~b).
Here we also used that the white noise integration can be split since the times range over
disjoint intervals. Making the change of variables j = k− i, the double sum∑∞k=0∑ki=0 can
be replaced by
∑∞
i=0
∑∞
j=0. Finally, bringing the integral in z to the outside, we recognize
that what remains is the product of two chaos series of the form (10), which is exactly the
result claimed in (9). The resumming and reordering of integrals is readily justified since all
sums are convergent in L2 (with respect to the probability space on which ξ is defined –
see, for example, [14, Theorem 2.2] for details). Independence of Znw0,0 (s,x) and Znws,x (t, y)
in (9) follows immediately from their being defined with respect to disjoint portions of the
space-time white noise.
Our final inputs are one-point tail bounds for the KPZ equation, recently proved in [17, 18].
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PROPOSITION 2.11 (Uniform lower-tail bound). For any t0 > 0, there exist s0 =
s0(t0)> 0 and c= c(t0)> 0 such that, for t > t0, s > s0 and x ∈R,
P
(
ht(x) +
x2
2
≤−s
)
≤ exp (− cs5/2) .
PROOF. By Proposition 2.6, we may take x = 0. The result then follows from [17, The-
orem 1.1] because Υt in the quoted result is the same as ht(0) up to a constant change of
scale.
PROPOSITION 2.12 (Uniform upper-tail bound). For any t0 > 0, there exist s0 =
s0(t0)> 0 and c1 = c1(t0)> c2 = c2(t0)> 0 such that, for t≥ t0, s > s0 and x ∈R,
exp
(− c1s3/2)≤ P(ht(x) + x2
2
≥ s
)
≤ exp (− c2s3/2) .
PROOF. By Proposition 2.6, we may take x = 0. The result follows from [18, Theo-
rem 1.10].
3. Analogous results for the KPZ fixed point. It is believed that ht(α,x) converges in
the limit of high t and as a time-space process to the narrow-wedge initial data solution of the
KPZ fixed point. This important universal object is a Markov process on random functions
whose existence was conjectured in [23]; it has recently been constructed in [57] for any fixed
initial data via its transition probabilities, and in [25] simultaneously for all initial data via the
Airy sheet. A special case of the putative universality of the KPZ fixed point is the conjecture
– made, for example, in [2, Conjecture 1.5] – that the process x 7→ 21/3(ht(x) + x22 ) con-
verges to x 7→ A(x), where A(·) is the Airy2 process introduced in [60]. A similar though
stronger assertion has been expressed in [20, Conjecture 2.17] for the KPZ line ensemble:
namely that, after adding in the parabolic shift x
2
2 and scaling by 2
1/3, this ensemble con-
verges in the limit of high t to the Airy line ensemble constructed in [19].
In this section, we review our results and methods through the lens offered by zero tem-
perature – that is, we discuss the counterpart problems and solutions in the limit where the
KPZ time parameter t becomes high. Positive temperature structures have zero temperature
counterparts with simple and vivid interpretations, and there has been much recent effort to
understand counterpart problems in the limiting t↗∞ case. Thus it is that, while the up-
coming discussion is logically needless for comprehension of this paper’s results and proofs,
we hope that this summary may aid the reader’s perspective on our results, their derivations
and their relation to recent advances.
We start by noting the t↗∞ counterpart to the composition law Proposition 2.9. For
functions f and g, the high t limit of It(f, g) defined in (8) is the variational problem
It(f, g) := t
−1/3 log
(
t2/3
∫ ∞
−∞
et
1/3
(
f(y)+g(−y)
)
dy
)
−−−→
t↗∞
sup
y∈R
{
f(y) + g(−y)
}
=: I∞(f, g) .
This Laplace method type of transition from the logarithm of the integral of an exponential
in It to the supremum in I∞ is the hallmark of passing from positive to zero temperature.
The form of the limiting composition law permits counterparts to our principal results
to be formatted in terms of two independent Airy2 processes, A and A˜. Define B(x) :=
2−1/3A(x)− x22 and B˜(x) := 2−1/3A˜(x)− x
2
2 . Set B1 = B(0) and, for β > 0, define
B1+β = sup
{
B(x) + β1/3B˜(− xβ−2/3) : x ∈R} .
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The scaling here applied to the term B˜ results in a process in x suitable for the description
of scaled last passage percolation values over a scaled duration equal to β; the resulting term
may be viewed as a time β version of the Airy2 process.
The pair
(B1,B1+β) is counterpart to (ht(1,0),ht(1 +β,0)). In law, this pair has the joint
distribution of the narrow-wedge initial data KPZ fixed point at the space-time point pair
(0,1) and (0,1 + β). This distributional equality holds for given β, and no such assertion is
being made regarding processes in β.
Besides the composition law, the other key tools described in Section 2 have direct ana-
logues for the KPZ fixed point. The KPZ line ensemble is replaced by the Airy line ensemble
[19]. After a parabolic shift, the latter enjoys the version of the Brownian Gibbs property
given formally by H(x) =∞1x≥0, in which intersection of adjacent curves is forbidden.
Stochastic monotonicity is unaffected by the limit t↗∞. The KPZ fixed point also satisfies
the same stationarity properties and FKG inequalities, while the tail bounds in Propositions
2.11 and 2.12 are replaced by such bounds for the GUE Tracy-Widom distribution [62].
Combining these alterations with the noted transition from It to I∞ composition laws, we
now state zero-temperature counterparts to our main theorems. We do not gives proofs of the
statements in this article, although our arguments offer templates for such proofs. Indeed, the
zero-temperature context is an alternative and, in certain regards, simpler mode for interpret-
ing statements and proofs – the presentation of the following statements is intended to aid the
reader who wishes to view this article through the zero-temperature prism.
First, two assertions concerning exponents for remote and adjacent two-time correlation.
The recent works [35] and [5] offer corresponding theorems for certain last passage percola-
tion models.
Theorem 1.1 analogue: There exist c1, c2 > 0 such that, for α> 2,
c1α
−1/3 ≤Corr(B1,Bα)≤ c2α−1/3.
Theorem 1.2 analogue: There exist c1, c2 > 0 such that, for β ∈ (0, 12),
c1β
2/3 ≤ 1−Corr(B1,B1+β)≤ c2β2/3.
The next spatial regularity result has been proved for scaled Brownian last passage perco-
lation – see [44, Theorem 1.1].
Theorem 1.3 analogue: There exist s0 > 0 and c > 0 such that, for x ∈ R, s ≥ s0 and
 ∈ (0,1],
P
(
sup
z∈[x,x+]
∣∣B(z)−B(x)∣∣ ≥ s1/2)≤ exp (− cs3/2) .
The next modulus of continuity inference follows – see [44, Theorem 1.3] for such a result
which holds uniformly over choices of B arising from a large class of initial data, in place of
the narrow wedge considered here.
Corollary 1.4 analogue: For any interval [a, b]⊂R, define
C := sup
x1 6=x2∈[a,b]
|x1 − x2|−1/2
(
log
|b− a|
|x1 − x2|
)−2/3∣∣B(x1)−B(x2)∣∣ .
Then there exist s0 = s0(|b− a|)> 0 and c= c(|b− a|)> 0 such that, for s≥ s0,
P
(C > s)≤ exp (− cs3/2) .
The spatial-temporal modulus of continuity for the KPZ fixed point is also probed in [25,
Proposition 1.6], a result which implies the next stated tail on the law of fluctuation between
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nearby times at a given location at zero temperature. A similar result is obtained for Poisso-
nian last passage percolation in [46].
Theorem 1.5 analogue: There exist s0 > 0 and c1, c2, c3 > 0 such that, for s > s0 and
β ∈ (0,1/2),
exp
(− c1s3/2)≤ P(B1+β −B1 ≥ β1/3s)≤ exp (− c2s3/4) ,
P
(
B1+β −B1 ≤−β1/3s
)
≤ exp (− c3s3/2) .
4. Spatial process tail bounds. In this section, we prove bounds on the tails of various
functionals of the spatial process ht(·), such as its infimum, supremum and increment on a
fixed interval. Four propositions will be stated and proved, the first two concerning global
properties of this process, the later two addressing local ones; in the latter vein, we will also
prove the local spatial regularity Theorem 1.3 here. The proofs in this section rely upon: (1)
the KPZ line ensemble Brownian Gibbs property, Proposition 2.5; (2) the monotone coupling
Lemma 2.4; (3) Brownian bridge calculations; and (4) the one-point tail bounds Propositions
2.11 and 2.12. Note that we do not use the composition law in this section.
In the proofs of the first two propositions, the constant c= c(t0, ν)> 0 may change value
from line to line and even between consecutive inequalities. Moreover, a bound involving c
and s implicitly asserts that there exist s0 = s0(t0, ν) and c(t0, ν) such that, for all s≥ s0 and
t ≥ t0, the recorded bound holds. The explicit form is used in the propositions’ statements,
and the abbreviating device is employed in their proofs. Recall also that ¬E denotes the
complement of the event E .
PROPOSITION 4.1. For any t0 > 0 and ν ∈ (0,1), there exist s0 = s0(t0, ν) > 0 and
c= c(t0, ν)> 0 such that, for t≥ t0 and s > s0,
P(A)≤ exp (− cs5/2) where A := { inf
x∈R
(
ht(x) +
(1 + ν)x2
2
)
≤−s
}
.(13)
PROOF. For n ∈ Z, define ζn := n/s and
En :=
{
ht(ζn)≤−
(1 + ν2 )ζ
2
n
2
− (1− )s
}
,
Fn :=
{
ht(y)≤−(1 + ν)y
2
2
− (1− /2)s, ∀y ∈ [ζn, ζn+1]
}
.
By the union bound,
P(A)≤
∑
n∈Z
P(En) +
∑
n∈Z
P
(
A∩
{ ⋂
m∈Z
¬En
}
∩Fn
)
+ P
(
A∩
{ ⋂
n∈Z
¬En
}
∩
{ ⋂
n∈Z
¬Fn
})
.
(14)
We bound each of the three right-hand summands. Note that A ∩ ¬Fn = ∅ for all n ∈ Z.
Hence,
P
(
A∩
{ ⋂
n∈Z
¬En
}
∩
{ ⋂
n∈Z
¬Fn
})
= 0 .(15)
The first summand in (14) is bounded by∑
n∈Z
P(En)≤
∑
n∈Z
exp
(
− c(ν2ζ2n + s)5/2)≤∑
n∈Z
exp
(
− c(ν2ζ2n)5/2 − cs5/2) .(16)
18
The first inequality here is due to the bound on P(En) that results from Proposition 2.11,
while the second is obtained by applying the reverse Minkowski inequality – this being the
bound that, for any a, b > 0, (a + b)5/2 ≥ a5/2 + b5/2. The right-hand sum in (16) is now
bounded above by a suitable multiple of the corresponding integral:∑
n∈Z
exp
(
− c(ν2ζ2n)5/2)≤ s5 ∫ ∞−∞ exp(−c|x|5)dx≤ cs5.(17)
The right-hand side of (16) is thus seen to be at most cs5e−c′s5/2 , which is in turn bounded
above by e−c′′s5/2 , where in this instance, we distinguish between constants in an attempt at
avoiding confusion. We thus find that∑
n∈Z
P(En)≤ exp(−cs5/2) .(18)
The second right-hand term in (14) remains to be addressed. Indeed, since A ∩{⋂
m∈Z¬En
} ∩ Fn is contained in ¬En ∩ ¬En+1 ∩ Fn for all n ∈ Z, the next bound suf-
fices in light of (15) and (18) to prove (13) and hence the proposition:∑
n∈Z
P
(
¬En ∩¬En+1 ∩Fn
)
≤ exp(−cs3).(19)
To bound P
(¬En ∩ ¬En+1 ∩ Fn) for all n ∈ Z, we will make use of Proposition 2.5, which
shows that the lowest indexed curve h(1)t (·) of the KPZ line ensemble has the same distribu-
tion as ht(·). Owing to this, we may replace ht(·) in the definitions of En and Fn by h(1)t (·).
We will work with these modified definitions for the rest of the proof (which is to say, the
derivation (19)); we will thus be able to use the Ht-Brownian Gibbs property associated with
the KPZ line ensemble.
Let Fn = Fext
({1} × (ζn, ζn+1)) be the σ-algebra generated by {h(n)t (x)}n∈N,x∈R out-
side {h(1)t (x) : x ∈ (ζn, ζn+1)}. By the strong Ht-Brownian Gibbs property Lemma 2.2 for
{h(n)t }n∈N,x∈R,
P
(¬En ∩¬En+1 ∩Fn)= E[1¬En∩¬En+1 ·E[Fn|Fn]]= E[1¬En∩¬En+1 · PHt(Fn)](20)
where PHt := P
1,1,(ζn,ζn+1),h
(1)
t (ζn),h
(1)
t (ζn+1),+∞,h(2)t
Ht
. By Lemma 2.4, there exists a monotone
coupling between PHt and P˜Ht := P
1,1,(ζn,ζn+1),h
(1)
t (ζn),h
(1)
t (ζn+1),+∞,−∞
Ht
such that
PHt(Fn)≤ P˜Ht(Fn).(21)
note that P˜Ht is same as P
(ζn,ζn+1),h
(1)
t (ζn),h
(1)
t (ζn+1)
free which is the law of a Brownian
bridge. For n ∈ Z, define θn := (1 − )s + (1+2
−1ν)
2 ζ
2
n. Then 1¬En∩¬En+1 = 1h(1)t (ζn)>−θ ·
1
h
(1)
t (ζn+1)>−θn+1 . Under Brownian bridge law on the interval (ζn, ζn+1), the probability ofFn increases with pointwise decrease of the sample paths at the endpoints. Thus,
1¬En∩¬En+1 · P˜Ht(Fn) ≤ P(ζn,ζn+1),−θn,−θn+1free (Fn) .(22)
For a Brownian bridge B(·) with B(ζn) =−θn and B(ζn+1) =−θn+1,
P(ζn,ζn+1),−θn,−θn+1free (Fn)≤ P
(
min
t∈[ζn,ζn+1]
B(t)≤−{θn ∨ θn+1} − 
2
s− ν
4
ζ2n
)
.
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Combining this with (22), (21) and (20) yields
P
(
(¬En)∩ (¬En+1)∩Fn
)≤ P( min
t∈[ζn,ζn+1]
B(t)≤−{θn ∨ θn+1} − 
2
s− ν
4
ζ2n
)
.
Employing an elementary Brownian bridge estimate [18, Lemma 2.5] shows that
P
(
(¬En)∩ (¬En+1)∩Fn
)≤ exp(− s(ν
4
ζ2n +
s
2
)2)≤ exp(− sν2
16
ζ4n −
2s3
2
)
,
where the second inequality is due to (a + b)2 ≥ a2 + b2 for any a, b > 0. Summing both
sides of the above inequality over n ∈ Z and bounding the right-hand sum in the manner of
(17), we arrive at (19) and thus complete the proof of Proposition 4.1.
PROPOSITION 4.2. For any t0 > 0 and ν ∈ (0,1), there exist s0 = s0(t0, ν) > 0 and
c1 = c1(t0, ν)> c2 = c2(t0, ν)> 0 such that, for t≥ t0 and s > s0,
exp
(− c1s3/2)≤ P(A)≤ exp (− c2s3/2) where A = { sup
x∈R
(
ht(x) +
(1− ν)x2
2
)
≥ s
}
.
(23)
PROOF. The first inequality of (23) follows from Proposition 2.12 since {ht(0) ≥ s} ⊆{
sup
x∈R
ht(x)≥ s
}
.
Turning to prove the second inequality of (23), for n ∈ Z, set ζn = n/s and
En :=
{
ht(ζn)≥−
(1− ν2 )
2
ζ2n +
s
2
}
Fn :=
{
ht(x)≥−(1− ν)
2
y2 + s, for some y ∈ (ζn, ζn+1)
}
.
(These events are similar to those in the derivation of Proposition 4.1. Since the present
events concern the upper tail, and their earlier cousins the lower tail, we replace calligraphic
by sans-serif font to denote them.) Seeking the second inequality of (23), note that
P(A)≤
∑
n∈Z
P(En) +
∑
n∈Z
P
(¬En ∩¬En+1 ∩ Fn)+ P(A∩{ ⋂
n∈Z
¬En
}
∩
{ ⋂
n∈Z
¬Fn
})
.
(24)
Note that A∩¬Fn = ∅, so that the last term on the right-hand side of (24) equals zero.
For the first term on the right-hand side of (24), the second inequality in Proposition 4.2
shows that ∑
n∈Z
P(En)≤
∑
n∈Z
exp
(
− c(1−2−1ν2 ζ2n + s)3/2)≤ exp (− cs3/2) .(25)
The second inequality here follows from the argument used in (16) and (17).
Thus, the proof of Proposition 4.2 will be finished if we can show that∑
n∈Z
P
(¬En ∩¬En+1 ∩ Fn)≤ exp (− cs3/2) .
For E˜n :=
{
ht(ζn)≥− (1+2
−1ν)
2 ζ
2
n − s2/3
}
, we have that
P
(¬En−1 ∩¬En+1 ∩ Fn)≤ P(Bn) + P(¬E˜n−1) + P(¬E˜n+1) ,
20
ζn−1 ζn ζn+1σn
M(·)
U(·)
L(·)
h
(1)
t (·) B(·)
FIG 1. Illustration for the proof of (26).
where we have defined the event Bn = ¬En−1 ∩ E˜n−1 ∩¬E˜n+1 ∩ E˜n+1 ∩ F˜n. We will bound
each term on the last displayed right-hand side. Proposition 2.11 implies that
P(¬E˜n)≤ exp
(
− c(s2/3 + ν4ζ2n)5/2) .
Summing over n ∈ Z in the same way as in (25) yields∑
n∈Z
(
P
(¬E˜n−1) + P(¬E˜n+1))≤ exp (− cs5/2) .
It remains to show that
∑
n∈Z P(Bn)≤ exp
(− cs3/2). This readily follows once we show
P(Bn)≤ 2P
(
ht(0)≥ ν16ζ2n + 18s
)
.(26)
Indeed, the latter right-hand side can be bounded above by appealing to the right-hand in-
equality in Proposition 2.12; the bound on the sum of P(Bn) follows then by the logic that
governs (25).
The remainder of this proof is devoted to showing (26). We will rely upon the equality in
distribution between the narrow wedge solution ht(·) and the lowest labelled curve h(1)t (·) of
the KPZ line ensemble that is offered by Proposition 2.5. Consequently, in the definitions of
the events En, Fn, E˜n and Bn, we may substitute ht with h
(1)
t . Our proof of (26) parallels the
proof of [19, Proposition 4.4]; see also [20, Lemma 4.1].
Define three curves (and consult Figure 1 for an illustration of the main objects in this
proof):
U(y) :=−(1− ν)
2
y2 + s, L(y) :=−(1 +
ν
2 )
2
y2 − s2/3, M(y) :=−(1−
ν
2 )
2
y2 +
s
2
.
If ¬En−1∩ E˜n−1 and ¬En−1∩ E˜n−1 occurs, then h(1)t (·) stays in between the curvesM and L
at the points ζn−1 and ζn+1 respectively. If Fn occurs, then h
(1)
t touches the curve U at some
point in the interval [ζn, ζn+1]. Therefore, on the event Bn, the curve h
(1)
t hits U somewhere
in the interval (ζn, ζn+1), whereas it stays in between M and L at the points ζn−1 and ζn+1.
The solid black curve in Figure 1 is an instance of ht(·) on the event Bn.
Let us define σn := inf
{
y ∈ (ζn, ζn+1) : h(1)t (y)≥ U(y)
}
. Consider the crossing event
Cn :=
{
h
(1)
t (ζn)≥
σn − ζn
σn − ζn−1L(ζn−1) +
ζn − ζn−1
ζn − ζn−1U(σn)
}
,
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which in Figure 1 is the event that the solid black curve stays above the solid bullet at time
ζn. We adopt the shorthand
PHt := P
1,1,(ζn−1,ζn),h
(1)
t (ζn−1),h
(1)
t (σn),+∞,h(2)t
Ht
, P˜Ht := P
(ζn−1,σn),h
(1)
t (ζn−1),h
(1)
t (σn)
free .
Recalling Definition 2.1, note that, since (ζn−1, σn) is a {1}-stopping domain for the KPZ
line ensemble, the strong Ht-Brownian Gibbs property Lemma 2.2 implies that
E
[
1Bn 1Cn |Fext
({1} × (ζn−1, σn))]= 1Bn PHt(Cn) .(27)
By Lemma 2.4, there exists a monotone coupling between the laws PHt and P˜Ht ; in Fig-
ure 1, the curve B is supposed to represent a sample from P˜Ht coupled to h
(1)
t distributed
according to PHt . Using this and that the probability of Cn increases under pointwise increase
of its sample paths, we find that PHt(Cn) ≥ P˜Ht(Cn). Since P˜Ht is the law of a Brownian
bridge, there is probability one-half that it stays above the line joining the two endpoints at a
given intermediate time such as ζn. Since that linear interpolation value at time ζn (the empty
circle in Figure 1) sits below the value considered in Cn (the solid bullet in Figure 1), we see
that P˜Ht(Cn)≥ 1/2. Substituting this into (27) and taking expectation yields
P(Bn)≤ 2E
[
1Bn1Cn
]
.(28)
To bound the right-hand side of (28), observe that
σn − ζn
σn − ζn−1L(ζn−1) +
ζn − ζn−1
σn − ζn−1U(σn)≥−
(1− ν8 )
2
ζ2n −
(4 + 34ν)
2s2
+
1
2
(s
2
− s2/3
)
.(29)
In order to demonstrate (29), we use the equalities and bounds:
(σn − ζn)ζ2n−1 + (ζn − ζn−1)σ2n
σn − ζn−1 − ζ
2
n = (σn − ζn)(ζn − ζn−1)≤
1
s2
,
−12(σn − ζn)ζ2n−1 + (ζn − ζn−1)σ2n
σn − ζn−1 +
1
2
ζ2n =−
1
2
(σn − ζn)(ζn − ζn−1) + 3
2
ζn − ζn−1
σn − ζn−1σ
2
n ,
3
2
ζn − ζn−1
σn − ζn−1σ
2
n −
1
2
ζ2n ≥
1
4
ζ2n − 2
|ζn|
s1
≥ 1
8
ζ2n −
32
s2
.(30)
The first inequality of (30) uses that (ζn − ζn−1)/(σn − ζn−1) ≥ 12 and σ2n ≥ ζ2n −
2|ζn|s−(1+δ); the second inequality of that line follows from 8−1ζ2n − 2|ζn|s−(1+δ) ≥ 0 for
all |n| ≥ 16.
Owing to (29), when Cn occurs, h
(1)
t (ζn) will be greater than the right-hand side of (29).
The latter quantity is bounded below by −2−2/3(1 − ν/8) + s/8 when s is large enough.
Hence, omitting the indicator 1Bn from the right-hand side of (28), we learn that
P(Bn)≤ 2P(Cn)≤ 2P
(
h
(1)
t (ζn)≥−
(1− ν8 )
2
ζ2n +
s
8
)
.
The claim (26) now follows by recalling from Proposition 2.6 that h(1)t (ζ
2
n) +
ζ2n
2
d
= h
(1)
t (0).
Whereas Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 deal with the lower and upper tail of the infimum and
supremum of the entire spatial process ht, Proposition 4.3 addresses the tail behaviour of
small spatial increments of ht. This proposition asserts that conditioned on a good – or typical
22
– event (31), the tails of the increments are roughly the same as for that of Brownian motion;
the result’s proof is a brief but powerful application of the Brownian Gibbs technique which
runs in parallel to the derivation of its zero-temperature cousin [44, Proposition 3.5]. The
good event with which Proposition 4.3 deals has lighter than Gaussian tails, so that, without
conditioning, the power law in the exponential becomes 3/2 instead of 2. The result that thus
arises was recorded earlier as Theorem 1.3, and is proved a little later in this section, along
with another consequence of Proposition 4.3 – namely, Proposition 4.4, concerning tails of
spatial increments.
PROPOSITION 4.3. For any x ∈R,  ∈ (0,1] and s≥ 0, define
G,s(x) =
⋂
y∈{x+−2,x,x+,x+2}
{− s/4≤ ht(y) + y22 ≤ s/4} .(31)
There exist constants c1, c2 > 0 such that, for  ∈ (0,1], t > 0, s≥ 4 and x ∈R,
P
(
sup
z∈[x,x+]
∣∣∣(ht(z) + z22 )− (ht(x) + x22 )∣∣∣ ≥ s1/2 , G,s(x))≤ c1 exp(−c2s2) .
PROOF. By the stationarity in x of ht(x)+ x
2
2 , we may suppose that x= 0. By the equality
in distribution of ht(·) with h(1)t (·) stated in Proposition 2.5, we may substitute h(1)t for ht in
the statement and proof of the desired result. Now, define the events
Fall,s =
{
inf
z∈[0,]
{
h
(1)
t (z) +
z2
2
}≤ h(1)t (0)− s1/2},
Rise,s =
{
sup
z∈[0,]
{
h
(1)
t (z) +
z2
2
}≥ h(1)t (0) + s1/2} .
To obtain Proposition 4.3 it is enough to verify two bounds (here and below, let G,s =
G,s(0)):
P
(
Fall,s,G,s
)
≤ c1 exp(−c2s2), P
(
Rise,s,G,s
)
≤ c1 exp(−c2s2).(32)
We start by proving the Fall bound in (32). By the Brownian Gibbs property and stochastic
monotonicity (Lemma 2.4) for the KPZ line ensemble, we bound above the probability of a
large fall by the corresponding probability for a suitable Brownian bridge. On the event G,s
we can control this Brownian fall event. Figure 2 shows an illustration of this idea.
Recalling the notation from Definition 2.1, we will argue that
P
(
Fall,s,G,s
)
≤ P
(
Fall,s , h
(1)
t (0)≤ s/4 , h(1)t (2) + 2≥−s/4
)(33)
= E
[
1
h
(1)
t (0)≤s/4 · 1h(1)t (2)+2≥−s/4 · P
1,1,(0,2),(h
(1)
t (0),h
(1)
t (2)),(+∞,h(2)t )
Ht
(
Fall,s
)]
≤ E
[
1
h
(1)
t (0)≤s/4 · 1h(1)t (2)+2≥−s/4 · P
(0,2),h
(1)
t (0),h
(1)
t (2)
free
(
F˜all,s
)]
≤ sup
{
P(0,2),y,zfree
(
F˜all,s
)
: y ≤ s/4, z + 2≥−s/4}
= P(0,2),s/4,−2−4
−1s
free
(
F˜all,s
)
,
where we allow F˜all,s to denote the Fall event with respect to the concerned Brownian bridge
law. Here, the first line follows by dropping two of the conditions in G,s. The equality with
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FIG 2. Illustration for the proof of the Fall event. The top and bottom solid black curves are h(1)t (·) and
h
(2)
t (·) respectively. The event that h(1)t (y) − h(1)t (0) is less than −1/2s for some y ∈ (0, ) is Fall,s,
and P1,2,(0,2),(h
(1)
t (0),h
(1)
t (2)),(+∞,h
(2)
t )
Ht
(
Fall,s
)
is the probability of Fall,s conditioned on the sigma algebra
Fext
({1} × (0,2)) which is generated by everything outside of the first curve on the interval (0,2). The
dashed black curve is a free Brownian bridge B˜ with law P(0,2),(h
(1)
t (0),h
(2)
t (2))
free coupled to h
(1)
t (·) so that it
stays below h(1)t (·) on the interval (0,2). Owing to this coupling, P1,2,(0,2),(h
(1)
t (0),h
(1)
t (2)),(+∞,h
(2)
t )
Ht
(Fall,s)≤
P(0,2),h
(1)
t (0),h
(1)
t (2)
free (F˜all,s) where F˜all,s is the Fall event with B˜ in place of h
(1)
t . The probability of F˜all,s under
P(0,2),h
(1)
t (0),h
(1)
t (2)
free conditioned on h
(1)
t (0) ≤ s/4 and h(1)t (2) + 2 ≥ −s/4 is maximized when h(1)t (0) = s/4,
and h(1)t (2) + 2 = −s/4 and the maximum value is equal to the probability of infz∈[0,]{B˜(z) + z2/2} being
less than −s1/2 where B˜ is a Brownian bridge in [0,2] with B˜(0) = 0 and B˜(2) =−2− 2−1s. The reflection
principle bounds this probability.
the second line uses the Brownian Gibbs property for the KPZ line ensemble and conditional
expectations with respect to the σ-field external to h(1)t on the interval [0,2]. The inequality
with the third line uses the monotone coupling (Lemma 2.4) to remove the second curve
in the conditioning. Under this coupling, the curve h(1)t is bounded below by a Brownian
bridge B˜ connecting the same endpoints. The inequality follows since the probability of the
event Fall may only increase in response to the lowering of the curve. The inequality with
the fourth line comes from maximizing over all values of h(1)t (0) and h
(1)
t (2) that satisfy the
pair of conditions in the indicator functions of the preceding line. This maximum is achieved
when the boundaries are maximally displaced; thus, the final equality.
We may rewrite the final term in (33) as P(0,2),s/4,−2−s/4free
(
F˜all,s
)
= P
(
inf
z∈[0,]
{
B′(z) +
z2
2
} ≤ −s1/2) where B′ : [0,2]→ R is a Brownian bridge with B′(0) = 0 and B′(2) =
−2− s2 ; here, we shifted the whole system down by s/4 to relocate the starting value to zero.
Removing the parabola from the infimum only increases the probability. Now set B(z) =
B′(z) − z2(−2 − s2), so that B is a Brownian bridge with B(0) = B(2) = 0. Taking into
account the maximal effect of this linear shift shows that
P
(
inf
z∈[0,]
(
B′(z) + z
2
2
)
≤−s1/2)≤ P( inf
z∈[0,]
B(z)≤−s1/2 + 2(−2− s2)
)
≤ P( inf
z∈[0,]
B(z)≤− s21/2
)
.
The latter inequality is due to 2(2 +
s
2)≤ s1/2/2, a bound that holds for s≥ 4 – assuming
 ∈ (0,1], as we do. The right-hand probability can be estimated via the reflection principle,
which yields the desired bound of the form c1 exp(−c2s2) for suitable constants c1, c2 > 0.
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FIG 3. Illustration for the proof concerning the Rise event. The solid black curve is h(1)t (·). We start by rewriting
the event Rise,s as
{
χ≤ } where χ is the smallest x ∈ (0, ] such that h(1)t (x)− h(1)t (0)≥ 1/2s; if no such
x satisfies this inequality, then χ = +∞. On the event χ ≤ , the interval (χ,2) forms a stopping domain,
thus by the strong Gibbs property the law of h(1)t (·) on (χ,2) is that of a Brownian bridge conditioned to stay
above h(2)t on that interval. We may couple h
(1)
t (·) to lie above a free Brownian bridge. At any time in (χ,2),
a Brownian bridge has probability one-half of being above the linear interpolation between its endpoints (see
the diagonal line in the figure). On the event G,s, we can control the slope of such a linear interpolation by a
constant c time s. Thus, between χ and , the linear interpolation may have dropped at most cs which, for 
small enough is bounded by 1/2s/2. The means that, on the event that χ≤ , there is at least a one-half chance
of h(1)t ()− h(1)t (0)≥ 1/2s/2. However, viewed with a backwards’ glance from position , this occurrence is a
Fall event; so that the just given argument concerning Fall yields a Gaussian tail for the probability of the event
in question.
We now turn to prove the Rise bound in (32) (see also Figure 3 and its caption). Define χ
to be the infimum of x ∈ (0, ] such that h(1)t (x)− h(1)t (0)≥ s1/2; if no such points exist, χ
is set equal to +∞. Since
P(Rise,s,G,s) = P(χ≤ ,G,s),
it suffices to bound the probability on the right-hand side, which we write in the form
P
(
χ≤ ,G,s,h(1)t (χ)− h(1)t ()< s1/2/2
)
+ P
(
χ≤ ,G,s,h(1)t (χ)− h(1)t ()≥ s1/2/2
)
.
In the first displayed term, the occurrence of
{
χ≤ }∩{h(1)t (χ)−h(1)t ()< s1/2/2} entails
that
{
h
(1)
t ()− h(1)t (0) ≥ s1/2/2
}
holds, where note that continuity of h(1)t (·) implies that
h
(1)
t (χ) equals h
(1)
t (0) + s
1/2. By the argument concerning the Fall event, we can bound the
probability of this occurrence by c1 exp(−c2s2) for suitable constants c1 and c2; this is why
G,s involves control on h
(1)
t (−2 + ) and h(1)t (). Since (χ,2) is a strong stopping domain,
by the strong Gibbs property (Lemma 2.2), we deduce the first bound in the next display,
in whose second line, B is P1,1,(χ,2),(h
(1)
t (χ),h
(1)
t (2)),(+∞,h(2)t )
Ht
-distributed; in whose third line,
B is P(χ,2),h
(1)
t (χ),h
(1)
t (2)
free -distributed; and in whose fourth line, B¯ is the linear interpolation
between
(
χ,B(χ)
)
and
(
2,B(2)
)
.
P
(
χ≤ ,G,s,h(1)t (χ)− h(1)t ()≥ s1/2/2
)
= E
[
1χ≤,G,sP
1,1,(χ,2),(h
(1)
t (χ),h
(1)
t (2)),(+∞,h(2)t )
Ht
(
B(χ)−B()≥ s1/2/2)]
≤ E
[
1χ≤,G,sP
(χ,2),h
(1)
t (χ),h
(1)
t (2)
free
(
B(χ)−B()≥ s1/2/2)]
≤ E
[
1χ≤,G,sP
(χ,2),h
(1)
t (χ),h
(1)
t (2)
free
(
B()≤ B¯())]
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= 12 E
[
1χ≤,G,s
]
.
The inequality between the second and third line comes from applying the monotone cou-
pling (Lemma 2.4). To justify the inequality between the third and fourth lines takes a bit
more work. We claim that, on the event
{
χ ≤ ,G,s
}
, and as long as  is small enough,
the condition B(χ)−B()≥ s1/2/2 entails that B()≤ B¯(). This is because the maximal
slope of B¯ is a constant multiple c of s, and the maximal displacement of − χ is . Thus
B¯()≥B(χ)− cs. For  small enough, cs≤ s1/2/2; thus, B¯()≥B(χ)− s1/2/2. This
can be rewritten as B¯() + s1/2/2 ≥ B(χ), and B(χ) − B() ≥ s1/2/2 can be rewritten
as B(χ)≥B() + s1/2/2. Combining these two yields B¯()≥B(), as claimed. The final
equality is simply from Brownian bridge having probability one-half of being below its linear
interpolation at any given time.
Putting this all together, we have proved that
P
(
χ≤ ,G,s
)≤ c1 exp(−c2s2) + 12P(χ≤ ,G,s),
which implies that
P
(
χ≤ ,G,s
)≤ 2c1 exp(−c2s2),
as desired to prove the Rise bound in (32).
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3. Applying Propositions 4.1 and 4.2, there exist s0 = s0(t0) and
c= c(t0) such that, for x ∈ R, t≥ t0 and s≥ s0, P
(¬G,s(x))≤ exp (− cs3/2). This infer-
ence and Proposition 4.3 yield (4); thus is the theorem proved.
We will need one more result, concerning tails of increments.
PROPOSITION 4.4. For any t0 > 0, ν > 0 and  ∈ (0,1), there exist s = s(t0, ν, ) and
c= c(t0, ν, ) such that, for t≥ t0, s≥ s0 and θ > 1,
P
(
sup
x∈[0,θ1/3]
{
ht(θ
−2/3x)− ht(0)− θ−1/3 νx22
}≥ θ−1/3s)≤ exp(−cs9(1−)/8) ,(34)
P
(
inf
x∈[0,θ1/3]
{
ht(θ
−2/3x)− ht(0) + θ−1/3 νx22
}≤−θ−1/3s)≤ exp(−cs9(1−)/8) .(35)
PROOF. We prove only (34), since a very similar argument yields (35). Let E denote the
event on the left-hand side of (34). Suppose first that θ < 23. Then
P
(
E
)≤ P( sup
x∈[0,2]
{
ht(x)− ht(0)
}≥ s
2
)
≤ P
(
sup
x∈R
ht(x)≥ s
4
)
+ P
(
ht(0)≤−s
4
)
.(36)
The first bound is due to the supremum increasing in response to the omission of the
parabola and extension of the range of x to [0,2]. The second bound uses supx∈[0,21/3] ht(x)≤
supx∈R ht(x) and{
sup
x∈[0,2]
{
ht(x)− ht(0)
}≥ s/2}⊂ { sup
x∈R
ht(x)≥ s/4
}
∪
{
ht(0)≤−s/4
}
.
Propositions 2.11 and 4.2 provide bounds on the right-hand probabilities in (36) of the
form exp(−cs3/2), for some c= c(t0)> 0 when s > s0(t0) is large enough. This proves (34)
for θ < 23.
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Now suppose that θ ≥ 23. We may partition [1, θ1/3] =⊔3K0+1`=1 I` where K0 := b13 log2 θc
and I` := [2(`−1)/3,2`/3] for 1≤ `≤ 3K0 and I3K0+1 := [2K0 , θ1/3]. For 1≤ `≤ 3K0 + 1,
define
Q` :=
{
sup
x∈I`
{
ht(θ
−2/3x)− ht(0)
}≥ θ−1/3(s+ ν22(`−1)/3
2
)}
.
We seek to apply Proposition 4.3. This proposition will bound P(Q` ∩ G`) for an event G`
that we will define soon. Before doing that, let us observe that if, in the Q` event, we replace
x ∈ I` by x ∈ [0,2`/3], then the probability may only rise. Similarly, if we replace θ−1/3
(
s+
ν22(`−1)/3
2
)
by a smaller number, then the probability may also only rise. In realizing this
second action, we will use the weighted arithmetic-geometric mean inequality to bound (see
below for notational choices)
s+
ν22(`−1)/3
2
=w1 · s
w1
+w2 · ν
2w2
22(`−1)/3 ≥ 22w2(`−1)/3
( ν
2w2
)w2( s
w1
)w1
≥ a(1+3)/4`
(s
3
)(3/4)(1−)
where  ∈ (0,1) is arbitrary, w1 = 3(1−)4 , w2 = (1+3)4 and a` = ν2(1+3)22(`−1)/3. The last
inequality of the above display follows by substituting a` and noting that s/w1 ≥ s/3. This
means that
P(Q` ∩G`)≤ P
({
sup
x∈[0,2`/3]
{
ht(θ
−2/3x)− ht(0)
}≥ θ−1/3a(1+3)/4` (s/3)(3/4)(1−)}∩G`)
= P
({
sup
x∈[0,`]
{
ht(x)− ht(0)
}≥ s`1/2` }∩G`),
where in the second line we have used the notation ` = 2`/3θ−2/3 and
s` = 2
`−(1+3)
6
( ν
2(1 + 3)
)(1+3)/4(s
3
)(3/4)(1−)
,
and performed a simple change over variables.
By the definition of Q`, E ⊂
⋃3K0+1
`=1 Q`. Choosing G` = G`,s` from (31), by the union
bound,
P
(
E
)≤ 3K0+1∑
`=1
(
P(Q` ∩G`) + P(¬G`)
)
.
Propositions 2.11 and 2.12 furnish s0 = s0(t0, ν, ) and c= c(t0, ν, ) such that, for `≥ 1 and
s > s0,
P(¬G`)≤ exp
(− cs3/2` )= exp (− c2(`−3)/4s 98 (1−)).
The sum over ` of such a bound produces an upper bound of the desired form exp(−cs9(1−)/8).
Turning to P
(Q` ∩ G`), we may apply Proposition 4.3 with = ` and s= s`. The result is
precisely the same sort of bound as on P(¬G`) above; hence, by summing over `, we again
recover the sought upper bound, of the form exp(−cs9(1−)/8). This completes the proof of
(34).
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5. Remote correlation: Proof of Theorem 1.1. The composition law from Proposi-
tion 2.9 will figure prominently in this argument since it permits us to describe the two-time
distribution in terms of spatial processes that we understand well. Recall that this result shows
that, for α > 1 given, we may write ht(α,0) as the composition of independent spatial pro-
cesses ht(1, ·) and hαt↓t(·). The latter is distributed as ht(α− 1, ·). We will use a suggestive
shorthand, in the spirit of hαt↓t:
h0↑t(·) := ht(1, ·), h0↑αt(·) := ht(α, ·) ;(37)
and, when we write h0↑t, we mean h0↑t(0); and likewise for h0↑αt and hαt↓t. The shorthand
is intended to suggest that the value of h0↑αt(0) from time zero to αt is obtained via the
integral operation It by composing the function h0↑t(·) with hαt↓t(·), the latter under the
opposite direction of time. The shorthand will cause confusion if h0↑t or h0↑αt are regarded
as functions of t or α. These two parameters are, however, given: the variable ‘·’ in (37) is
spatial.
This section’s goal is to prove the bounds (2) in Theorem 1.1 which in our new notation
are:
c1α
−1/3 ≤Corr
(
h0↑t,h0↑αt
)
≤ c2α−1/3 .(38)
The derivation of Theorem 1.1 depends on two principal results, Propositions 5.1 and 5.2.
We state these; use them to prove the theorem; and then prove them in turn.
DefineAhigh =
{
h0↑αt−hαt↓t−h0↑t ≥ s
}
andAlow =
{
h0↑αt−hαt↓t−h0↑t ≤−t−1/3s
}
.
PROPOSITION 5.1. For any t0 > 0 and α0 > 1, there exist s0 = s0(t0, α0) > 0 and c =
c(t0, α0)> 0 such that, for s≥ s0, t > t0 and α> α0,
P
(Ahigh)≤ exp(−cs3/4) .(39)
PROPOSITION 5.2. For any t0 > 0, there exist s0 = s0(t0) > 0 and c = c(t0) > 0 such
that, for s≥ s0, t > t0 and α> 2,
P
(Alow)≤ exp (− cs3/2) .(40)
Further, for any t0 > 0, α0 > 1 and δ > 0, there exist s0 = s0(t0, α0, δ) > 0 and c =
c(t0, α0, δ)> 0 such that, for s≥ s0, t > t0 and α> α0,
P
(
Alow
∣∣∣h0↑t ≥ E[h0↑t]+ δ) ≤ exp (− cs3/2) .(41)
The two results address the rarity of the events that h0↑αt significantly exceeds, or falls
below, h0↑t + hαt↓t. Note that, in the latter case – via the definition of Alow – deviation
is measured on scale t−1/3. To interpret the two results and the latter choice of scaling,
it may be helpful to consider the composition law and the supremum variational problem
obtained in the high t limit which was a focus of attention in Section 3. In the high t case, a
counterpart to Proposition 5.1 would examine the tail of the difference between the variational
problem’s solution and the value of the pair sum associated to the choice of location zero at
the intermediate time. In this t↗∞ limit, Proposition 5.2 would become trivial, because the
difference in question can never be negative. Back in our finite t world, the softening of the
variational problem leads to a degree of violation to this strict ordering. The t−1/3 tail that
we study probes the extent of this violation.
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PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. We first show the following stronger version of the upper
bound on the correlation in (38): for any t0 > 0, there exist c2 = c2(0) > 0 such that, for
t > t0, and α> 2, |Corr(h0↑αt,h0↑t)| ≤ c2α−1/3. Recall that, by definition,
Corr
(
h0↑t,h0↑αt
)
=
Cov
(
h0↑αt,h0↑t
)√
Var(h0↑αt)
√
Var(h0↑t)
.(42)
Under the coupling provided by Proposition 2.9, hαt↓t and h0↑t are independent. Hence,∣∣Cov(h0↑αt,h0↑t)∣∣= Cov(h0↑αt − hαt↓t − h0↑t,h0↑t)+ Var(h0↑t) .(43)
Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to the first term yields∣∣Cov(h0↑αt − hαt↓t − h0↑t,h0↑t)∣∣≤√Var(h0↑αt − hαt↓t − h0↑t)Var(h0↑t) .(44)
Substituting (43) into and applying (44) to (42) then leads to∣∣Corr(h0↑αt,h0↑t)∣∣≤ √Var(h0↑αt − hαt↓t − h0↑t)√
Var(h0↑αt)
+
√
Var(h0↑t)√
Var(h0↑αt)
.(45)
The tail bounds on ht(0) (or on h0↑t) from Propositions 2.11 and 2.12 imply via Lemma 8.4
that there exist c= c(t0)> 0 and C =C(t0)> 0 such that
c≤Var(h0↑t)≤C , and cα2/3 ≤Var(h0↑αt)≤Cα2/3 .(46)
Here, the second bound uses h0→αt
(d)
= hαt(1,0)α
1/3. Similarly, Propositions 5.1 and 5.2
imply that
Var
(
h0↑αt − hαt↓t − h0↑t
)≤C .(47)
Substituting (46) and (47) into the right-hand side of (45) yields∣∣Corr(h0↑αt,h0↑t)∣∣≤ c2α−1/3
for a constant c2 = c2(t0)> 0. This is the strengthened upper bound that we have sought.
Now we turn to prove the lower bound in (38). Assume for now that t > 1, though we will
eventually need to impose that t > t0 for t0 sufficiently large. The lower bound will arise
from an appeal to Corollary 8.2 with X := h0↑αt and Y := h0↑t. The other two parameters in
the corollary, C1 and C2, will be specified after the next calculation, which will inform our
choice of their value. Observe that, for y := E[h0↑t] + δ with δ > 0,
E
[
h0↑αt
∣∣h0↑t ≥ y]≥ E[hαt↓t]+ y+E[h0↑αt − hαt↓t − h0↑t∣∣h0↑t ≥ y] .
This bound follows from E
[
hαt↓t|h0↑t ≥ y
]
= E[hαt↓t] – a consequence of the independence
of h0↑t and hαt↓t – and the trivial E
[
h0↑t|h0↑t ≥ y
]≥ y. Next note that
E
[
h0↑αt − hαt↓t − h0↑t
∣∣∣h0↑t ≥ y ] ≥ E[ min{0,h0↑αt − hαt↓t − h0↑t ∣∣∣h0↑t ≥ y ]
=− t−1/3
∫ ∞
0
P
(
h0↑αt − hαt↓t − h0↑t ≤−t−1/3s
∣∣∣h0↑t ≥ y)ds≥−t−1/3c(δ)
for some c(δ)> 0. The last inequality is due to an application of (41) in Proposition 5.2.
We now apply Corollary 8.2 with X := h0↑αt, Y := h0↑t, C1 := y = E[h0↑t] + δ and C2 :=
δ − t−13 c(δ). Notice that C1 and C2 both depend on the parameter δ > 0, which is as yet
unspecified. By (84),
Cov
(
h0↑αt,h0↑t
)≥ (δ− t−1/3c(δ)) · P(h0↑t ≥ y) · (E[h0↑t∣∣h0↑t ≥ y]−E[h0↑t∣∣h0↑t < y]) ,(48)
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where we recall that y = E[h0↑t] + δ. Observe that
E
[
h0↑t
∣∣h0↑t ≥ y]−E[h0↑t∣∣h0↑t < y]= E[h0↑t∣∣h0↑t ≥ y]−E[h0↑t]P(h0↑t < y) ≥ δP(h0↑t < E[h0↑t] + δ) ≥ δ .
Substituting this into (48), we arrive at
Cov
(
h0↑αt,h0↑t
)≥ (δ− t−1/3c(δ)) · P(h0↑t ≥ y) · δ .
Fix any δ > 0. Observe that for t > t0 :=
(2c(δ)
δ
)3, δ − t−1/3c(δ)≥ δ/2. By the upper bound
in Proposition 2.12, for t ≥ t0, we may bound E[h0↑t] < C and hence y < C + δ, for C =
C(t0)> 0. Using the lower bound in Proposition 2.12, we further infer that P
(
h0↑t ≥ y
)
>C ′
forC ′ =C ′(t0, δ)> 0. This shows that Cov
(
h0↑αt,h0↑t
)≥ (δ−t−1/3c(δ)) ·C ′ ·δ. This right-
hand side is a strictly positive constant which holds uniformly over t > t0. Substituting this
and the upper bounds of (46) into the right-hand side of (42) produces the desired lower
bound in (38) on Corr(h0↑αt,h0↑t).
5.1. Proof of Proposition 5.1. For this proof and Proposition 5.2’s, we will return to
writing h0↑t(0) in place of h0↑t, because we will utilize h0↑t(x) for various values of x.
Define
E :=
{
sup
|x|<t2/3
{
h0↑t(t−2/3x) + x
2
4t4/3 − h0↑t(0)
}≥ s
2
}
,
G :=
{
sup
|x|≥t2/3
{
h0↑t(t−2/3x) + x
2
4t4/3
}≥ s
4
}
∪
{
h0↑t(0)≤−s
4
}
,
B :=
{∫ ∞
−∞
et
1/3(hαt↓t(t−2/3x)− x2
4t4/3
)dx≥ et1/3(hαt↓t(0)+ s2 )
}
.
The derivation has three steps. Step I shows thatAhigh∩¬E ∩¬G ⊂ B. The desired bound
on P(Ahigh) will thus result from bounds on P(B) and P(E ∪G) which are provided in Steps
II and III.
Step I: To show that Ahigh ∩¬E ∩ ¬G ⊂ B, we will argue that, on the event ¬E ∩¬G,∫
|x|<t2/3
et
1/3
(
hαt↓t(t−2/3x)+h0↑t(−t−2/3x)
)
dx≤ et1/3(h0↑t(0)+ s2 )
∫
|x|<t2/3
et
1/3
(
hαt↓t(t−2/3x)− x2
4t4/3
)
dx∫
|x|≥t2/3
et
1/3
(
hαt↓t(t−2/3x)+h0↑t(−t−2/3x)
)
dx≤ et1/3(h0↑t(0)+ s2 )
∫
|x|≥t2/3
et
1/3
(
hαt↓t(t−2/3x)− x2
4t4/3
)
dx .
Indeed, the first bound holds because, on the event ¬E , sup|x|≤t2/3 h0↑t(t−2/3x)≤ h0↑t(0)−
x2
4t4/3 + s/2; while the second bound is due to the validity on the event ¬G, and for |x|> t2/3,
of the bound h0↑t(t−2/3x)≤ s/4− x24t4/3 ≤ h0↑t(0) + s/2− x
2
4t4/3 .
Summing the displayed bounds and using the composition law Proposition 2.9 yields
et
1/3h0↑αt(0) ≤ et1/3
(
h0↑t(0)+s/2
) ∫ ∞
−∞
et
1/3
(
h
(2)
αt↓t(t
−2/3x)− x2
4t4/3
)
dx .(49)
On the event Ahigh, the left-hand side of (49) is at least et1/3(hαt↓t(0)+h0↑t(0)+s). Applying
this, and cancelling et
1/3(h0↑t(0)+s/2), we arrive at the inequality which defines the event B;
hence, we conclude that Ahigh ∩¬E ∩ ¬G ⊂ B, as desired.
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Step II: Here, we prove that, for t0 > 0 and α0 > 1, there exist s0 = s0(t0, α0) and c =
c(t0, α0) such that, for t > t0, α> α0 and s > s0,
P(B)≤ exp(−cs3/4) .(50)
Set x0 = ((α− 1)t2)1/3 and introduce two events
E˜ :=
{
sup
|x|<x0
{
hαt↓t(t−2/3x)− hαt↓t(0)− x28t4/3
}≥ s/4} ,
G˜ :=
{
sup
|x|≥x0
{
hαt↓t(t−2/3x)
}≥ s
8
+
k20
8t4/3
}
∪
{
hαt↓t(0)≤−s
8
− k
2
0
8t4/3
}
.
We first show that there exists s0 = s0(t0) such that, for s≥ s0, B ⊂ E˜ ∪ G˜. We show the
contrapositive: ¬E˜ ∩ ¬G˜ ⊂ ¬B when s is large enough. On the event ¬E˜ ∩ ¬G˜, we have that∫
|x|<x0
et
1/3
(
hαt↓t(t−2/3x)− x2
4t4/3
)
dx≤ et1/3
(
hαt↓t(0)+s/4
) ∫
|x|<x0
e−
x2
8t dx ,(51) ∫
|x|≥x0
et
1/3
(
hαt↓t(t−2/3x)− x2
4t4/3
)
dx≤ et1/3
(
hαt↓t(0)+s/4
) ∫
|x|≥x0
e−
(|x|−x0)2
4t dx .(52)
Indeed, the first bound is due to the event ¬E˜ entailing that hαt↓t(x)≤ hαt↓t(0) + s4 + x
2
8t4/3
for all x ∈ [−x0, x0]. The second bound follows by combining the inequality exp(−(|x|2 −
x20)/4t)≤ exp(−(|x| − x0)2/4t) for all |x| ≥ x0 with the fact that, on the event ¬G˜,
sup
|x|≥x0
t1/3hαt↓t(t−2/3x)≤ t1/3
(s
8
+
k20
8t4/3
)≤ t1/3(hαt↓t(0) + s
4
+
k20
4t4/3
)
.
Summing (51) and (52), and using
∫∞
−∞
(
e−
x2
8t + e−
(|x|−x0)2
4t
)
dx ≤ ct1/2 for some c > 0,
yields∫ ∞
−∞
et
1/3
(
hαt↓t(t−2/3x)− x2
4t4/3
)
dx≤ ct1/2et1/3
(
hαt↓t(0)+4−1s
)
≤ et1/3
(
hαt↓t(0)+2−1s
)
,
where the second inequality holds provided that s > s0(t0) for some suitably large s0(t0)>
0. This shows that, for s≥ s0(t0), B ⊂ E˜ ∪ G˜, as claimed.
Returning to the proof of (50), by the above proved claim, B ⊂ E˜ ∪ G˜ for s ≥ s0(t0);
therefore,
P
(B)≤ P(E˜)+ P(G˜) .(53)
We first bound P(E˜). Owing to the definition of h in (1) and hαt↓t in Proposition 2.9, we have
(54)
{
(α− 1)−1/3hαt↓t(x) : x ∈R
} d
=
{
h(α−1)t((α− 1)−2/3x) : x ∈R
}
.
Using this and the change of variables y = t−2/3x for all x ∈ [−x0, x0] implies that, for
θ := α− 1,
P
(E˜)= P( sup
|y|<θ1/3
{
hθt
(
θ−2/3y
)− hθt(0)− θ−1/3 y28 }≥ θ−1/3 s4
)
.
Applying Proposition 4.4 with this θ, ν = 1/4, s replaced by s/4, and t replaced by θt
(which is still bounded below by some t′0 > 0 since α≥ α0 > 1), we see that there exist s0 =
s0(t0, α0) and c= c(t0, α0) such that, for t≥ t0, s≥ s0 and α> α0, P
(E˜)≤ exp(−cs3/4).
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We now bound P
(G˜). By the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality, (α − 1)−1/3( s8 +
k20
8t4/3
)
≥ s1/24 . This, in conjunction with (54) and the union bound, shows that
P
(G˜)≤ P( sup
x∈R
h(α−1)t(x)≥
s1/2
4
)
+ P
(
h(α−1)t(0)≤−
s1/2
4
)
.
Applying Propositions 4.2 and 2.11, there exist s0 = s0(t0, α0) and c = c(t0, α0) such that,
for t > t0, s≥ s′0 and α> α0, P
(G˜)≤ exp (− cs3/4). Substituting the upper bounds on P(E˜)
and P(G˜) into (53) and summing, we arrive at (50).
Step III: By Step I, Ahigh ∩¬E ∩ ¬G ⊂ B; hence,
P(Ahigh)≤ P(B) + P(E) + P(G) .
We may bound P(E) ≤ exp(−cs3/2), using Theorem 1.3); and we may obtain the same
bound for P(G), using Propositions 4.2 and 2.11. Here, we have assumed that s > s0(t0)
and c = c(t0). Combining these bounds with the Step II bound (50), we arrive at (39), and
thus complete the proof of Proposition 5.1.
5.2. Proof of Proposition 5.2. We separately address the two claims (40) and (41).
Proof of (40). Define events
W1 :=
{
inf
x∈[0,1]
(
hαt↓t(t−2/3x)− hαt↓t(0)
)≤−t−1/3s/2} ,
W2 :=
{
inf
x∈[0,1]
(
h0↑t(t−2/3x)− h0↑t(0)
)≤−t−1/3s/2} .
On the event ¬W1 ∩¬W2,
hαt↓t(t−2/3x)≥ hαt↓t(0)− t−1/32−1s , h0↑t(t−2/3x)≥ h0↑t(0)− t−1/32−1s
for all x ∈ [0,1]. It follows from the composition law Proposition 2.9 and these inequalities
that
et
1/3h0↑αt(0) ≥
∫
[0,1]
et
1/3
(
hαt↓t(t−2/3x)+h0↑t(t−2/3x)
)
dx≥ et1/3hαt↓t(0)+t1/3h0↑t(0)−s .
This shows that ¬W1 ∩¬W2 ⊂¬Alow. Hence,
P
(Alow)≤ P(W1) + P(W2) .(55)
To bound P(W1) and P(W2), we set 1 := ((α− 1)t)−2/3 and 2 := t−2/3, and rewrite via
(54)
P(W1) = P
(
inf
x∈[0,1]
(
h(α−1)t(x)− h(α−1)t(0)
)≤−s
2

1/2
1
)
,(56)
P(W2) = P
(
inf
x∈[0,2]
(
ht(x)− ht(0)
)≤−s
2

1/2
2
)
.(57)
We will bound these probabilities via Theorem 1.3, but two aspects of this application require
mention. First, 1 and 2 may exceed the upper bound of one assumed on  in the theorem.
These quantities are, however, bounded above by a constant depending on t0 and α0; hence, at
the price of degrading the values of s0 and c in the theorem, variants of the result concerning
shifts may be satisfactorily applied. Second, the theorem involves a parabolic shift, whereas
the above expressions do not. The parabolic shift can be absorbed by changing the value of
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s. By applying Theorem 1.3 in this manner, the right-hand sides of (56) and (57) may be
bounded above by exp(−cs3/2) for some c = c(t0, α0) > 0, provided that s > s0 for some
s0 = s0(t0, α0). Substituting this upper bound into (55) completes the proof of (40).
Proof of (41). In the proof of (40), we showed that Alow ⊂W1 ∪W2. Since h0↑t and hαt↓t
are independent, we may bound
P
(Alow∣∣h0↑t(0)≥ y)≤ P(W1)+ P(W2∣∣h0↑t(0)≥ y)≤ exp(−cs3/2)(1 + P(h0↑t(0)≥ y)−1) ,
where we set y := E[h0↑t(0)] + δ and where we have used the bounds on P(W1) and P(W2)
established in the proof of (40). By the upper bound in Proposition 2.12, we find that, for
t ≥ t0, E[h0↑t] < C and hence y < C + δ for C = C(t0) > 0. Thus, by the lower bound in
Proposition 2.12, P
(
h0↑t(0) ≥ y
)
> C ′ for C ′ = C ′(t0, δ) > 0. Thus we may bound above
the term 1 + P
(
h0↑t(0)≥ y
)−1 by a constant. By choosing suitable values of c= c(t0, α0, δ)
and s0 = s0(t0, α0, δ), we may absorb this constant and thus show that, for t > t0, s > s0 and
α> α0, P
(W2∣∣h0↑t(0)≥ y0)≤ exp(−cs3/2), as desired to demonstrate (41).
6. Adjacent Correlation: Proof of Theorem 1.2. We are now concerned with the cor-
relation between ht(1 + β,0) and ht(1,0). As in Section 5, we will rely on the composition
law Proposition 2.9 to realize ht(1 +β,0) in terms of ht(1, ·) and h(1+β)t↓t(·). In this section,
we will use a variation on the shorthand from Section 5:
h0↑t(·) := ht(1, ·), h0↑(1+β)t(·) := ht(1 + β, ·) ;
and by h0↑t is meant h0↑t(0) – and likewise for h0↑(1+β)t and h(1+β)t↓t. Note may continue
to be taken of the caveat that warns of the confusion that this shorthand may provoke. Theo-
rem 1.2’s conclusion (3) in the present notation asserts that
c1β
2/3 ≤ 1−Corr(h0↑t,h0↑(1+β)t)≤ c2β2/3 .(58)
Theorem 1.5 and the next stated Proposition 6.1 will yield these two bounds. We state the
new proposition; prove Theorem 1.2; and, in two ensuing subsections, prove Theorem 1.5
and Proposition 6.1.
PROPOSITION 6.1. For any t0 > 0, there exist s0 = s0(t0) and c = c(t0) such that, for
s > s0, t > t0 and β ∈ (0, 12) satisfying βt > t0,
P
(
h0↑(1+β)t − h0↑t −
Cov
(
h0↑(1+β)t − h0↑t,h0↑t
)
Var(h0↑t)
h0↑t ≥ β1/3s
)
≥ exp (− cs3/2) .(59)
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2. Aiming to apply Lemma 8.3, suppress t and β in notation that
sets X := h0↑(1+β)t − h0↑t, Y := h0↑t and Z := h0↑(1+β)t; and, as in Lemma 8.3, set
χ :=
Var(X)
Var(Y )
, Ψ :=
Cov(X,Y )
Var(Y )
, Θ :=
Var(X)Var(Y )− (Cov(X,Y ))2
(Var(Y ))2
.
We may argue that there exist c1 = c1(t0)< c2 = c2(t0) such that, for all t > t0/β,
c1 ≤Var(Y )≤ c2, c1β2/3 ≤Var(X)≤ c2β2/3 .(60)
Indeed, the bounds on Var(Y ) follow by combining the tail bounds from Propositions 2.11
and 2.12 with the later presented tool, Lemma 8.4, that translates tail bounds into bounds on
variance. For the bounds on Var(X), it is Theorem 1.5 that instead furnishes the needed tail
bounds.
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In view of these bounds and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in the guise Ψ2 ≤ χ, there
exists β0 ∈ (0, 12) such that, for β < β0 and t > t0/β, max
{
χ, |Ψ + 12χ|
}
< 1. This verifies
the hypothesis of Lemma 8.3 and thus demonstrates the existence of constants C1 < C2 for
which β < β0 and t > t0/β imply that
1−Θ/2 +C1χ3/2 ≤Corr(Z,Y )≤ 1−Θ/2 +C2χ3/2 .(61)
We claim that
c1β
2/3 ≤Θ≤ χ≤ c2β2/3 ,(62)
where here we assume that β < β0 and 0 < c1 = c1(t0, β0) < c2 = c2(t0, β0). This claim
alongside (61) proves (58) for β < β0. The result is extended to β ∈ [β0,1/2) by possibly
changing the constants and recognizing that the correlations are bounded above by one; thus
the proof of Theorem 1.2 is complete subject to verifying the three bounds in the claim (62).
Consider the first claimed bound c1β2/3 ≤ Θ. Observe that Θ = E[(X−ΨY )
2]
Var(Y ) . We may
bound Var(Y ) above by a constant using (60). Thus it remains to bound E
[
(X −ΨY )2]≥
cβ2/3 for some c = c(t0, β0). To do this, we will appeal to the second part of Lemma 8.4.
There are two hypotheses that we must verify for that application. The first is that
∣∣E[X −
ΨY ]
∣∣≤Cβ1/3 for some C =C(t0, β0)> 0, and the second is the upper-tail lower bound on
X−ΨY already given in Proposition 6.1. Predicated upon showing these bounds, the second
part of Lemma 8.4 immediately implies E
[
(X − ΨY )2] ≥ cβ2/3 as desired. To show that∣∣E[X −ΨY ]∣∣≤ Cβ1/3 we demonstrate that E[X] converges to 0; Ψ≤ Cβ1/3; and E[Y ]<
C for some C = C(t0, β0) > 0. That E[X]→ 0 is shown by combining the convergence
of E[h0↑t] and E[h0↑(1+β)t] to a common limit (this due to the weak convergence result of
Proposition 2.6) with the tail bounds afforded in Propositions 2.11 and 2.12. The Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality yields Ψ ≤
√
Var(X)
Var(Y ) , and the inference Ψ ≤ Cβ1/3 is then made by
applying (60); these bounds in (60) also show that E[Y ]<C .
The second claimed bound Θ≤ χ in (62) follows since Θ = χ−Ψ2, and the third bound
χ ≤ c2β2/3 is due to (60). Thus the claim (62) is verified and the proof of Theorem 1.2
completed.
6.1. Proof of Theorem 1.5. There are three inequalities to prove, and the proof is divided
into three numbered stages accordingly. The notation h0↑t in the theorem’s statement be-
comes h0↑t(0) in the proof, because we have cause to consider h0↑t(x) for general values of
x.
STAGE 1. PROOF OF P
(
h0↑(1+β)t − h0↑t ≥ β1/3s
)≤ exp (− c2s3/4). Seeking to bound
P(Ahigh), define
Ahigh :=
{
h0↑(1+β)t(0)− h0↑t(0)≥ β1/3s
}
,
E :=
{
sup
x∈R
{
h(1+β)t↓t
(
t−2/3x
)
+
x2
4βt4/3
}
≥ β1/3 s
2
}
.
By the union bound, P
(Ahigh)≤ P(E)+ P(Ahigh ∩ ¬E); it thus suffices to bound the prob-
abilities of the two right-hand events by expressions of the form exp
(− cs3/4). Bounding
P
(E) is easier: by the definition of h,{
h(1+β)t↓t(β2/3x) : x ∈R
}
d
=
{
β1/3hβt(x) : x ∈R
}
.(63)
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Via the change of variables y = (βt)−2/3x and this distributional identity,
P(E) = P
(
sup
y∈R
{
hβt
(
y
)
+
x2
4
}
≥ s
2
)
.
By Proposition 4.2, there exist s0 = s0(t0)> 0 and c0 = c0(t0) such that, for s > s0, t > t0
and β ∈ (0, 12) satisfying βt > t0, P(E) ≤ exp(−cs3/2) – thus obtaining the desired bound
on P(E).
We turn to demonstrating that P
(Ahigh ∩¬E)≤ exp (− cs3/4). Set y0 := (βt2)1/3 and
D :=
{∫ ∞
−∞
exp
(
t1/3h0↑t(t−2/3x)− x
2
4βt
)
dx≥ exp
(
t1/3h0↑t(0) + (βt)1/3
s
2
)}
,
Q :=
{
sup
|x|<y0
{
h0↑t(t−2/3x)− h0↑t(0)− x
2
8βt4/3
}
≥ β1/3 s
4
}
,
G :=
{
sup
|x|≥y0
h0↑t(t−2/3x)≥ y
2
0
16βt4/3
+
β1/3s
8
}⋃{
h0↑t1(0)≤−
y20
16βt4/3
− β
1/3s
8
}
.
To obtain the presently sought bound, we show in three steps that Ahigh ∩ ¬E ⊂ D; that
D ⊂Q∪G; and that P(Q∪G)≤ exp(−cs3/4).
Step I: We seek to show that Ahigh ∩¬E ⊆D. When ¬E occurs, we have that, for x ∈R,
t1/3h(1+β)t↓t(t−2/3x)≤−
x2
4βt
+ (βt)1/3
s
2
.
Applying the composition law Proposition 2.9 to write h0↑(1+β)t(0) in terms of h0↑t(·) and
h(1+β)t↓t(·),
exp
(
t1/3h0↑(1+β)t(0)
)≤ exp((βt)1/3 s
2
)∫ ∞
−∞
exp
(
t1/3h0↑t(t−2/3x)− x
2
4βt
)
dx .
On the event Ahigh, this left-hand side is bounded below by exp
(
t1/3h0↑t(0) + (βt)1/3s
)
.
Since the bound specifying D has been verified, the desired containment has been shown.
Step II: We seek to show that there exists s0 > 0 such that, for s ≥ s0, D ⊂ Q ∪ G. We
will show the contrapositive ¬Q∩¬G ⊂ ¬D. Note first that∫ ∞
−∞
exp
(
t1/3h0↑t(t−2/3x)− x
2
4βt
)
dx
≤ exp
(
t1/3 sup
|y|≤y0
{
h0↑t(t−2/3y)− y
2
8βt4/3
})∫
|y|≤y0
exp
(− x2
8βt
)
dx
+ exp
(
t1/3 sup
|y|≥y0
h0↑t(t−2/3y)
)∫
|y|≥y0
exp
(− x2
8βt
)
dx .(64)
Here, the first right-hand term is present because, when |x| ≤ y0, h0↑t(t−2/3x) − x24βt is at
most sup|y|≤y0
(
h0↑t(t−2/3y) − y
2
8βt
) − x28βt . The second right-hand term appears because
h0↑t(t−2/3x)− x24βt is at most sup|y|≥y0
{
h0↑t(t−2/3y)
}− x28βt when |x| ≥ y0.
On the event ¬Q∩¬G, we have the bounds
exp
(
t1/3 sup
|x|<y0
(
h0↑t(t−2/3x)− x
2
8βt4/3
))
≤ exp
(
t1/3h0↑t(0) + (βt)1/3
s
4
)
,
exp
(
t1/3 sup
|x|≥y0
h0↑t(t−2/3x)
)
≤ exp
(
t1/3h0↑t(0) +
y20
8βt
+
(βt)1/3s
4
)
.
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Substitute these into (64) and note that
∫
|x|≤y0 exp
(
− x28βt
)
dy and
∫
|x|≥y0 exp
(
− x2−y208βt
)
dx
are bounded above by c(βt)
1
2 for some c > 0. What we learn is that, for some constant c > 0,∫ ∞
−∞
exp
(
t1/3h0↑t(t−2/3x)− x
2
4βt
)
dx≤ c(βt) 12 exp
(
t1/3h0↑t(0) + (βt)1/3
s
4
)
.(65)
If s > 4 log
(
c(βt)
1
2
)
(βt)−1/3 then c(βt)1/2 ≤ exp ((βt)1/3 s4). Since r−1 log r is bounded
for r > 0, we find that there exists s0 > 0 such that, for s > s0, the right-hand side of (65) is
at most exp
(
t1/3h0↑t(0)+(βt)1/3 s2
)
. Since this bound specifies the event ¬D, the conclusion
of this second step has been obtained.
Step III: We seek to show that there exist s0 = s0(t0) > 0 and c = c(t0) > 0 such that,
for s≥ s0, P
(Q∪G)≤ exp(−cs3/4). Recall that the spatial process h0↑t(·) has same law as
ht(·). Apply the change of variables x= (βt)2/3y in the definition of Q, and set θ = β−1, to
obtain
Q=
{
sup
|y|<θ1/3
{
ht(θ
−2/3y)− ht(0)− θ−1/3 y
2
8
}
≥ θ−1/3 s
4
}
.
Since β < 1 by assumption, θ > 1. Owing to this, we can apply Proposition 4.4 with ν = 1/4.
This result controls the supremum only over positive θ. However, using the reflection in-
variance of ht given in Proposition 2.6, we may likewise control the supremum over nega-
tive θ. Allying the resulting inferences with the union bound, we conclude that there exist
s0 = s0(t0) and c= c(t0) such that, for s≥ s0, P(Q)≤ exp(−cs3/4).
Using the upper bound on the upper tail for the law of supx∈R h0↑t(x) from Proposition 4.1
and the upper bound on the lower tail of the law of h0↑t(0) from Proposition 2.11 shows that
there exist s0 = s0(t0)> 0, c= c(t0)> 0 and c′ = c′(t0)> 0 so that
P(G)≤ exp
(
− c
( 1
16β1/3
+
β1/3s
8
)3/2)≤ exp(−c′s3/4) ,
where the latter inequality uses 116β1/3 +
β1/3s
8 ≥
√
s
32 (via the arithmetic-geometric mean
inequality).
Combining this bound on P(G) with the above bound on P(Q) yields the conclusion of
Step III. Thus do we obtain the sought bound P
(Ahigh∩¬E)≤ exp (− cs3/4) completing the
derivation of the first of three inequalities asserted by Theorem 1.5, namely P
(
h0↑(1+β)t −
h0↑t ≥ β1/3s
)≤ exp (− c2s3/4).
STAGE 2. PROOF OF exp
(− c1s3/2)≤ P(h0↑(1+β)t − h0↑t ≥ β1/3s). Fix θ := (βt)2/3s−1
and define events
C :=
⋂
∈{−1,1}
{
h(1+β)t↓t(t−2/3θ)≥ 2β1/3s
}
, D :=
{
inf
|y|≤θ
h(1+β)t↓t(t−2/3y)≥ β1/3
7s
4
}
,
E :=
{
inf
|y|≤θ
h0↑t(t−2/3y)− h0↑t(0)≥−β1/3 s
2
}
, W := C ∩D ∩ E .
The proof has two steps. First, we show that, for s large enough,W ⊂Ahigh; second, we find
a lower bound of the form P(W)≥ exp(−cs3/2).
Step I: We seek to show thatW ⊂Ahigh for s > s0 for s0 = s0(t0)> 0. On the eventW ,
we have
t1/3h(1+β)t↓t(t−2/3y) + t1/3h0↑t(t−2/3y)≥ t1/3h0↑t(0) + (βt)1/3
5s
4
, ∀y ∈ [−θ, θ].
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Substituting this inequality into the composition law Proposition 2.9 yields
exp
(
t1/3h0↑t(0)
)≥ ∫ θ
−θ
exp
(
t1/3h0↑t(0) + (βt)1/3
5s
4
)
dx
= 2 exp
(
t1/3h0↑t(0) + (βt)1/3
5s
4
− log s+ 23 log(βt)
)
.
The quantity in the preceding line is greater than exp(t1/3h0↑t(0) + (βt)1/3s) provided that
s > s0 for some s0(t0)> 0, because βt > t0 by assumption. The event Ahigh is specified by
the resulting inequality. This shows thatW ⊂Ahigh.
Step II: We seek to prove that P(W)≥ exp (− cs3/2) where c= c(t0)> 0 and s > s0 for
s0 = s0(t0)> 0. Since h(1+β)t↓t and h0↑t are independent,
P(W) = P(C ∩D)P(E) .
By setting  = β2/3s−1, we may write E = { inf |y|≤ h0↑t(t−2/3y)− h0↑t(0) ≥ −1/2 s3/22 }.
Thus, we may apply Theorem 1.3 to find that there exist s0 = s0(t0)> 0 and c= c(t0)> 0
such that P(E)≥ 1− exp (− cs9/4), provided that s > s0 and βt≥ t0. We see then that the
lower bound on P(W) will follow once we derive P(C ∩ D) ≥ exp (− cs3/2). Combining
the distributional equality (63), the stationarity in Proposition 2.6 and the lower bound in
Proposition 2.12, we find that P(C)≥ exp (− cs3/2). By decomposing P(C ∩ D) = P(C)−
P(C ∩ ¬D) we see that the present Step II will be completed by obtaining P(C ∩ ¬D) ≤
exp
( − cs 32+η) for any fixed η > 0. We will use the KPZ line ensemble to derive such a
bound with the choice η = 1.
Using (63), Proposition 2.5, and changing variables, we express P
(C ∩¬D) as a probabil-
ity concerning the lowest indexed curve h(1)βt (·) of the KPZβt line ensemble, and bound the
resulting probability:
P
(C ∩ ¬D)= P( ⋂
∈{−1,1}
{
h
(1)
βt (s
−1)≥ 2s
}⋂{
inf
|y|≤s−1
h
(1)
βt (y)≤
7s
4
})
≤ PB(±s−1)=2s
(
inf
|y|≤s−1
B(y)≥ 7s
4
)
≤ exp (− c′s5/2) .(66)
Here,B is a Brownian bridge on [−s−1, s−1] with starting and ending values 2s, and c′ > 0 is
a constant. The first upper bound in (66) is due to an appeal to the Brownian Gibbs property
in view of the coupling in Lemma 2.4. That is, we write the concerned probability as the
expectation of the indicator of the first event
⋂
∈{−1,1}
{
h
(1)
βt (s
−1)≥ 2s} multiplied by the
conditional expectation (with respect to the sigma field generator by everything outside of
the first curve on the interval [−s−1, s−1]) of the indicator for the second event. By Lemma
2.4 and the nature of the second event, this conditional expectation only increases when the
second curve drops to −∞ and the starting and ending points drop to 2s. Doing this, and
then bounding the indicator for the first event by 1, yields the first bound in (66). The second
bound in (66) is due to the reflection principle.
As we have noted, the bound (66) yields Step II, namely the bound P(W)≥ exp (−cs3/2).
Steps I and II completed, the second of the three stages of the proof of Theorem 1.5 is also
finished.
STAGE 3. PROOF OF P
(
h0↑(1+β)t − h0↑t ≤−β1/3s
)≤ exp (− c3s3/2). In order to bound
P
(Alow), set
Alow :=
{
h0↑(1+β)t − h0↑t(0)≤−β1/3s
}
,
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E˜ :=
{
inf
x∈R
{
h(1+β)t↓t(t−2/3x) +
(1 + ν)
2βt4/3
}≤−β1/3 s
4
}
,
where ν ∈ (0,1) is arbitrary and fixed. The union bound shows that P(Alow) ≤ P(E˜) +
P(Alow ∩¬E˜), so that our task is to bound the two right-hand terms. Regarding the first (and
easier) of the two, recall the distributional identity in (63) and change variables y = (βt)−2/3x
to find that
P(E˜) = P
(
inf
y∈R
(
hβt(y) +
(1 + ν)
2
x2
)
≤−s
4
)
.
By Proposition 4.1, there exist s0 = s0(t0) > 0 and c = c(t0) > 0 such that, for s > s0 and
t > t0β ,
P
(E˜)≤ exp(−cs5/2) ,
which is the first of the two bounds that we seek. The second is an upper bound on P
(Alow ∩
¬E˜). Fixing y0 := (βt2)1/3, define events
D˜ :=
{∫ ∞
−∞
exp
(
t1/3h0↑t(t−2/3x)− (1 + ν) x
2
2βt
)
dx≤ exp
(
t1/3h0↑t(0)− (βt)1/3 3s
4
)}
,
Q˜ :=
{
inf
|x|<y0
(
h0↑t(t−2/3x)− h0↑t(0) + (1 + ν)x
2
2βt4/3
)
≤−β1/3 s
2
}
,
G˜ :=
{
inf
|y|≥y0
h0↑t(t−2/3y)≤−(1 + ν)y
2
0
2βt4/3
− β
1/3s
4
}⋃ {
h0↑t(0)≥ (1 + ν)y
2
0
2βt4/3
+
β1/3s
4
}
.
These events are naturally similar toD,Q, and G from the preceding proof of the upper bound
on P(Ahigh), but the inequalities are each of opposite type. The same three steps govern the
proof: in Step I, we show that Alow ∩ ¬E˜ ⊂ D˜; in Step II, that D˜ ⊂ Q˜ ∪ G˜; and in Step III,
we find an upper bound on P
(Q˜ ∪ G˜). The logic of the argument in each step is unchanged
from its counterpart’s in the derivation of an upper bound on P(Alow), and we do not record
the arguments again.
6.2. Proof of Proposition 6.1. The derivation runs in parallel with Stage 2 of Theorem
1.5’s proof. Propositions 2.11 and 2.12, Theorem 1.5 and Lemma 8.4 imply that there exist
0<C2=C2(t0)≤C1=C1(t0) for which
C2 ≤Var(h0↑t)≤C1 , C2β2/3 ≤Var
(
h0↑(1+β)t − h0↑t
)≤C1β2/3 .(67)
By (67) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, there exists C ′ =C ′(t0)> 1 such that
ρ := β−1/3
Cov
(
h0↑(1+β)t − h0↑t,h0↑t(0)
)
Var(h0↑t(0))
≤C ′ .
Fix δ ∈ (0,1) and denote θ := (βt)2/3s−1. Define W˜ = C˜ ∩ D˜ ∩ E˜ ∩ F˜ , where
C˜ :=
⋂
∈{−1,1}
{
h(1+t)β↓t(t−2/3θ)≥ 3β1/3s
}
,
D˜ :=
{
inf
|y|≤θ
h(1+β)t↓t(t−2/3y)≥ (2 + δ)β1/3s
}
,
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E˜ :=
{
inf
|y|≤θ
h0↑t(t−2/3y)− h0↑t(0)≥−β1/3 s
2
}
, F˜ :=
{
h0↑t(0)≤ β1/3 s
2ρ
}
.
On the event W˜ , it follows that, for |y| ≤ θ,
t1/3h(1+β)t↓t(t−2/3y) + t1/3h0↑t(t−2/3y)
≥ (βt)1/3(32 + δ)s+ t1/3h0↑t(0) ≥ (βt)1/3(1 + δ)s+ (1 + ρβ1/3)t1/3h0↑t(0) ,(68)
where the first bound is due to h(1+β)t↓t(t−2/3y) and h0↑t(t−2/3y) being respectively greater
than β1/3(2 + δ)s and h0↑t(0)− β1/3s/2; while the second depends on h0↑t(0)≤ β1/3 s2ρ .
Substituting (68) into the composition law Proposition 2.9 yields
exp
(
t1/3h0↑(1+β)t
)≥ ∫ θ
−θ
exp
(
(βt)1/3(1 + δ)s+ (1 + ρβ1/3)t1/3h0↑t(0)
)
dx
≥ 2 exp
(
(1 + δ)(βt)1/3s+ (1 + ρβ1/3)t1/3h0↑t(0) + 23 log(βt)− log s
)
.
Since we have assumed that βt ≥ t0, there exists s0 = s0(t0) > 0 such that the quantity in
the preceding line is bounded below by exp
(
(βt)1/3s+ (1 + ρβ1/3)t1/3h0↑t(0)
)
for s > s0.
Thus, we see that the occurrence of W˜ entails that {h0↑(1+β)t−h0↑t−ρh0↑t(0)≥ (βt)1/3s},
which is nothing other than the event in (59) whose probability we seek to bound below. The
proof of Proposition 6.2 has thus been reduced to the derivation of a suitable lower bound on
P(W˜).
Owing to the independence between h(1+β)t↓t and h0↑t, P(W˜) = P(C˜ ∩ D˜)P(E˜ ∩ F˜).
First let us bound P(C˜ ∩ D˜) ≥ exp (− cs3/2), where c = c(t0) > 0 and s > s0 for some
s0(t0)> 0. Combining the distributional equality (63), the stationarity in Proposition 2.6 and
the lower bound in Proposition 2.12, we find that P(C˜) ≥ exp (− cs3/2). By decomposing
P(C˜ ∩ D˜) = P(C˜) − P(C˜ ∩ ¬D˜) we see that our bound on P(C˜ ∩ D˜) will be established if
we can prove an upper bound P(C ∩ ¬D)≤ exp (− cs 32+η) for any η > 0 fixed. This can be
established for η = 1 in precisely the manner of (66).
To obtain a lower bound on P
(W˜) – and hence to finish the proof of Proposition 6.1 – it
suffices to show that P(E˜ ∩ F˜)≥ exp (− cs3/2). Observe that P(E˜ ∩ F˜)≥ P(F˜)− P(¬E˜).
From the tail bounds in Propositions 2.11 and 2.12, there exists some constant C > 0 such
that P(F˜)> C . The event E˜ may be written in the form { inf |y|≤ h0↑t(t−2/3y)− h0↑t(0)≥
−1/2 s3/22
}
by setting  = β2/3s−1; an application of Theorem 1.3 then implies that s0 =
s0(t0) > 0 and c = c(t0) > 0 exist so that P
(E˜) ≥ 1− exp (− cs9/4), provided that s > s0
and βt≥ t0. Thus we find that, for s large enough, P(E˜ ∩ F˜)≥C− exp
(− cs9/4)≥ exp (−
cs3/2
)
; and thus is the proof of Proposition 6.1 concluded.
7. Spatial modulus of continuity.
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.4. The cases of small and large |x1− x2| will separately occupy
our attention. The shorthand h˜t(x) := ht(x) + x
2
2 will be employed to prevent repetitious
parabolic shifting. Define
C := sup
x1 6=x2∈[a,b]
|x1−x2|<1
{
|x1 − x2|−1/2
(
log
|b− a|
|x1 − x2|
)−2/3∣∣h˜t(x1)− h˜t(x2)∣∣} ,
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C := sup
x1 6=x2∈[a,b]
|x1−x2|>1/2
{
|x1 − x2|−1/2
(
log
|b− a|
|x1 − x2|
)−2/3∣∣h˜t(x1)− h˜t(x2)∣∣} ;
and note that C from (5) is given by C = max(C,C). Upper-tail bounds for C and C
will thus extend to C. Some notation will aid in the derivation of such bounds. Let n0 =
inf
{
n≥ 1 : |b− a|< 2n−1}. For n≥ n0, dyadically partition [a, b] as
[a, b] =
2n⋃
k=1
J (n)k s.t. J (n)k :=
[
α
(n)
k−1, α
(n)
k
]
, α
(n)
k := a+
k
2n
(b− a), for k = 0, . . . ,2n .
First we bound C. Unless |b− a| > 1/2, there is nothing to prove. Supposing then the
latter bound, consider the dyadic partition with n = n0. Each interval in the partition has
length less than 1/2; thus, x1 and x2 lie in distinct intervals. Label by k1 and k2 the respective
indices k of the right endpoint α(n0)k of the interval containing x1 and x2. By the triangle
inequality,∣∣h˜t(x1)− h˜t(x2)∣∣
≤ 4 max
(∣∣h˜t(x1)− h˜t(α(n0)k1 )∣∣, ∣∣h˜t(α(n0)k1 )∣∣, ∣∣h˜t(α(n0)k2 )∣∣, ∣∣h˜t(x1)− h˜t(α(n0)k2 )∣∣).
Introducing B(n)k := supx∈J (n)k
∣∣h˜t(x)− h˜t(α(n)k )∣∣ and C(n)k := ∣∣h˜t(α(n0)k )∣∣, we learn that
C ≤ (1/2)−1/2
(
log
|b− a|
1/2
)−2/3
4 max
k∈{0,...,2n0}
{
B
(n0)
k ,C
(n0)
k
}
.
In total, the maximum is taken over 2n0 + 1 possible values of k. By Theorem 1.3, we see
that P
(
B
(n0)
k ≥ s
) ≤ exp ( − cs3/2) for some c = c(t0) > 0, provided that s > s0 for s0 =
s0(t0). Proposition 2.12 provides a similar bound on the upper tails of the C
(n0)
k . A union
bound transmits this inference to an upper-tail bound on C, with dependences of the form
c= c(t0, |b− a|) and s0 = s0(t0, |b− a|). The dependence on |b− a| arises by the absorption
into c of the term (1/2)−
1
2
(
log |b−a|1/2
)−2/3
and of the term 2(2n0 + 1) arising from the union
bound.
As we turn to bounding above C, we may impose that |x1 − x2|< 1. Let n≥ n0 be the
smallest integer such that |x1 − x2| ≥ |b− a|2−n−1. Either x1 and x2 lie in a given interval
in the dyadic partition of level n, or they lie in consecutive intervals. When x1, x2 ∈ J (n)k for
some k ∈ {0, . . . ,2n}, recall of the event B(n)k and use of the triangle inequality yield
|x1 − x2|−1/2
(
log
|b− a|
|x1 − x2|
)−2/3∣∣h˜t(x1)− h˜t(x2)∣∣
≤ (|b− a|2−n−1)−1/2( log(2n+1))−2/32B(n)k .
When x1 ∈ J (n)k and x2 ∈ J (n)k+1, we may set B˜(n)k := supx∈J (n)k
∣∣h˜t(x)− h˜t(α(n)k−1)∣∣ to obtain
|x1 − x2|−1/2
(
log
|b− a|
|x1 − x2|
)−2/3∣∣h˜t(x1)− h˜t(x2)∣∣
≤ (|b− a|2−n−1)−1/2( log(2n+1))−2/32 max (B(n)k , B˜(n)k ) .
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From these bounds, we arrive at
C ≤ sup
n≥n0
sup
k∈{0,...,2n}
(|b− a|2−n−1)−1/2( log(2n+1))−2/32 max (B(n)k , B˜(n)k ) .
In contrast to the analysis of C, infinitely many terms must now be considered. Indeed, we
have{C ≥ s}= ∞⋃
n=n0
2n⋃
k=0
{
max
(
B
(n)
k , B˜
(n)
k
)≥ (|b− a|2−n−1)1/2( log(2n+1))2/32−1s} .
Apply the union bound and the tail bound in Theorem 1.3 with  = 2−n|b − a| – which
parameter is at most one since n≥ n0. We thus find that there exist s0 = s0(t0, |b− a|)> 0
and c= c(t0, |b− a|)> 0 such that, for t > t0 and s > s0,
P
(C ≥ s)≤ ∞∑
n=n0
2n∑
k=0
exp
(− ncs3/2)≤ ∞∑
n=n0
exp
(− ncs3/2)≤ exp (− cs3/2) ;
here, the values of c and s0 change between each inequality in order to absorb the higher
indexed terms in the two sums. Indeed, in the second bound, the sum over k contributes a
factor 2n+ 1 which is absorbed by decreasing the constant c provided that s0 is high enough.
The third bound arises by computing the geometric sum, expressing n0 in terms of |b− a|,
and absorbing the resulting constant into c.
These bounds P
(C ≥ s) and P(C ≥ s) obtained, the proof is Theorem 1.4 is complete.
8. Appendix: tail probabilities and covariances. Several tools are stated and proved
here. It is tempting to rewrite in (69) and (70) in terms of conditional probabilities. The latter
may, however, not exist, so we use a different formulation.
LEMMA 8.1. Let X and Y be two real-valued integrable random variables and suppose
that, for r ∈R and u > v ∈R,
P(Y > v)P(X > r,Y > u)≥ P(Y > u)P(X > r,Y > v) ,(69)
P(Y ≤ u)P(X > r,Y ≤ v)≥ P(Y ≤ v)P(X > r,Y ≤ u) .(70)
1. Then Cov(X,Y )≥ 0.
2. Moreover, for any a ∈R,
Cov(X,Y )≥ P(Y ≥ a) ·
(
E
[
X|Y ≥ a]−E[X]) · (E[Y |Y > a]−E[Y |Y ≤ a]).(71)
PROOF. (1): Since (69) holds after replacingX byX−E[X] and Y by Y −E[Y ], we may
assume that E[X] =E[Y ] = 0. Denote X+ := max{X,0} and X− := max{−X,0}, so that
X =X+−X−; and likewise for Y . Thus, E[X] = E[X+]−E[X−]; E[Y ] = E[Y+]−E[Y−];
and
Cov(X,Y ) = E[X+Y+]−E[X+Y−]−E[X−Y+] +E[X−Y−] .
To prove that Cov(X,Y )≥ 0, it suffices to show that
E[X+Y+]≥ E[X+]E[Y+] , E[X+Y−]≤ E[X+]E[Y−] ,(72)
E[X−Y+]≤ E[X−]E[Y+] , E[X−Y−]≥ E[X−]E[Y−] .
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We prove (72); the bounds in the following line are derived similarly. Taking v→−∞ in
(69) yields
P(X > r,Y > u)≥ P(X > r)P(Y > u), ∀ r ∈R, u ∈R.(73)
Subtracting (73) from P(X > r) yields
P(X > r,Y ≤ u)≤ P(X > r)P(Y ≤ u), ∀r ∈R, u ∈R.(74)
Integrating (73) with respect to (r,u) over (0,∞)× (0,∞), we see that
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
P(X > r,Y > u)drdu= E[X+Y+]≥
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
P(X > r)P(Y ≤ u)drdu= E[X+]E[Y+] .
(75)
Integrating (74) with respect to (r,u) over (0,∞)× (−∞,0] yields
∫ ∞
0
∫ 0
−∞
P(X > r,Y ≤ u)drdu= E[X+Y+]≤
∫ ∞
0
∫ 0
−∞
P(X > r)P(Y ≤ u)drdu= E[X+]E[Y−] .
(76)
The bounds in line (72) follow from (75) and (76).
(2): Fix a ∈ R. If P(Y ≥ a) ∈ {0,1}, the right-hand side of (71) equals zero; in which case,
(71) follows from the just derived part (1). Suppose then that P(Y ≥ a) ∈ (0,1). Let the pair
(X ′, Y ′) be an independent copy of (X,Y ). One may write
E[X(Y − a)] = E
[
1Y ′>aX (Y − a)+
]
P(Y > a)
− E
[
1Y ′≤aX (Y − a)−
]
P(Y ≤ a) .(77)
We will next argue that
E
[
1Y ′>aX(Y − a)+
]≥ E[X ′1Y ′>a]E[(Y − a)+] ,(78)
E
[
1Y ′≤aX(Y − a)−
]≤ E[X ′1Y ′≤a]E[(Y − a)−] .(79)
In fact, we will merely show how (78) follows from (69); (79) follows in a similar way from
(70). By (69), we see that, for r ∈R and u > 0,
P(Y ′ > a,X > r,Y > a+ u)≥ P(Y ′ > a,X ′ > r)P(Y > a+ u) .
Integrating this inequality with respect to (r,u) over [0,∞)2, we obtain
E
[
1Y ′>aX+ (Y − a)+
] ≥ E[1Y ′>aX ′+]E[(Y − a)+] .(80)
Subtracting (69) from P(Y > u)P(Y > v) with u= a yields
P(Y ′ > a,X ≤ r,Y > u)≤ P(Y ′ > a,X ′ ≤ r)P(Y > u) ;
which, after integrating with respect to (r,u) over (−∞,0)× [a,∞), gives
E
[
1Y ′>aX−(Y − a)+
]≤ E[1Y ′>aX ′−]E[(Y − a)+] .(81)
Subtracting (81) from (80) yields (78).
Pursuing the proof of (71), we substitute (78) and (79) into the right-hand side of (77) to
learn that
E
[
X(Y − a)]≥ E[X1Y >a](E[Y |Y > a]− a)+E[X1Y≤a](E[Y |Y ≤ a]− a) .
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Subtracting E[X]E[Y − a] from this inequality, and simplifying, yields
Cov(X,Y )≥
(
E
[
X1Y >a
]−E[X]P(Y > a))(E[Y |Y > a]− a)
+
(
E
[
X1Y≤a
]−E[X]P(Y ≤ a))(E[Y |Y ≤ a]− a) .(82)
Now, we obtain (71): it follows from (82) by noting that
E
[
X1Y≤a
]−E[X]P(Y ≤ a) =−(E[X1Y >a]−E[X]P(Y > a))
and rewriting E[X1Y >a] = P(Y > a)E[X|Y > a].
COROLLARY 8.2. LetX and Y be integrable random variables that satisfy (69) and (70).
Suppose that there exist C1,C2 > 0 such that
E
[
X
∣∣Y ≥C1]≥ E[X] +C2 .(83)
Then
Cov(X,Y ) ≥ C2 · P(Y ≥C1)
(
E[Y |Y ≥C1]−E[Y |Y ≤C1]
)
.(84)
PROOF. We obtain (84) from (71) by taking a=C1 and applying (83).
LEMMA 8.3. LetX , Y and Z be non-degenerate real-valued random variables with finite
second moments such that Z =X + Y . Define
χ :=
Var(X)
Var(Y )
, Ψ :=
Cov(X,Y )
Var(Y )
, Θ :=
Var(X)Var(Y )− (Cov(X,Y ))2
(Var(Y ))2
.
Suppose that max{χ, |2Ψ + χ|}< 1. There exist two constants C2 >C1 > 0 such that
1−Θ/2 +C1χ3/2 ≤Corr(Z,Y )≤ 1−Θ/2 +C2χ3/2 .(85)
PROOF. Since Var(Z) = (1 + 2Ψ + χ)Var(Y ), we may rewrite
Corr
(
Z,Y
)
=
Cov
(
Z,Y
)√
Var(Z)
√
Var(Y )
=
1 + Ψ√
1 + 2Ψ + χ
.
Taylor expanding (1 + 2Ψ + χ)−1/2 with respect to Ξ := Ψ + 12χ yields
Corr
(
Z,Y
)
=
(
1 + Ψ
)(
1−Ξ + 32Ξ2 +R
)
where |R| ≤C|Ξ|3
for some constant C > 0. Simplifying the product and substituting Ξ = Ψ + 12χ, we find that
Corr
(
Z,Y
)
= 1− 1
2
χ+
1
2
Ψ2 +
1
2
Ψχ+
3
8
χ2 +
3
2
Ψ
(
Ψ +
1
2
χ
)2
+R′ , where |R′| ≤C ′|Ξ|3
(86)
for some constant C ′ > 0. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, Ψ2 ≤ χ; note also that χ ∈
[0,1]. Thus, there exist C2 >C1 > 0 such that
C1χ
3/2 ≤ 1
2
Ψχ+
3
8
χ2 +
3
2
Ψ
(
Ψ +
1
2
χ
)2 ≤C2χ3/2 .(87)
Substituting (87) into (86) and noting that Θ = χ−Ψ2 proves (85).
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LEMMA 8.4. Fix θ > 0. Let X be a real-valued random variable.
1. Suppose there exist s0, α> 0 and c > 0 such that, for s≥ s0,
P(X ≤−sθ)≤ e−csα and P(X ≥ sθ)≤ e−csα .(88)
Then there exists C =C(s0, c,α)> 0 such that Var(X)≤Cθ2.
2. Suppose that
∣∣E[X]∣∣≤C1θ for some C1 > 0, and that there exist s0, α> 0 and c > 0 such
that, for s≥ s0,
P
(
X ≥ sθ)≥ e−csα .(89)
Then there exists C =C(C1, s0, c,α)> 0 such that Var(X)≥Cθ2.
PROOF. To prove (1), observe that
Var(X)≤ E[X2] = θ2
∫ ∞
0
2s
(
P(X > sθ) + P(X <−sθ)
)
ds .
Substituting (88) into the right-hand side and integrating, we obtain the sought bound on
Var(X).
To prove (2), suppose first that E[X]≤ 0. Then
Var(X)≥ E[(X+)2]= θ2 ∫ ∞
0
2sP(X > sθ)dθ .
Substituting (89) into this right-hand side, and integrating, results in the desired bound on
Var(X). Suppose instead that E[X]> 0. Since E[X]≤C1θ, we have
Var(X)≥ E[(X −C1θ+)2]≥ θ2 ∫ ∞
0
2sP
(
X > (C1 + s)θ
)
ds .
Similarly, we now substitute (89) into this right-hand side, and integrate, to obtain the bound
on Var(X) that we seek.
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